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''I would have t~. side with the
government ... howeve'r, i don't know if
1
a 10 percent increaSe in tuition is right.
Maybe they could enact some fonn of
IC:gislation to directly tax the parents.''
Williams also stated, ''To me it's a
phase-out process to get rid of
intemat~onal st.udents.''

annually for decades, but some
Congressmen feel that these funds
inte1ational students, but this change should benefit only U.S. students.
Hilltop Statt ~
These funds help the university
will pccur over the next three years\
The advent of a new school year is
Howard University's president, Dr. preserve low tuition levels WQich are
usual!~ marked by excitement and Franklyn Jenifer, . maint8ins that the paid by all students.
Since some Congressmen believe
an1iciPil.tion, but this year the start of Uni~ersity is against the surcharge;·
classes may ha~~ the opposite effect on howfver 60 percent of the university's international students are being
. many of the 2,000 international students overall · budget is represented by the subsidized, they have enacted the
1uition increase, which will equal 50
w.ho attend ttoward University.
funding.
percent by 1992. Many international
Effettive this fall, international ·
Although Howard is a private HA students are outraged.
· students have been charged a ten institution, it and Gallaudet University
Kevin
Williams,
a senior
· percent . tuition surcharge.
are -the only two schools in the country management major from the US Virgin
The incfease has bCen discussed in to receive such direct appropriations. Islands is not affected l by the increase,
•
Congress for many years and llas finally Congress has approved these funds but has strong feelings nonetheless.
'

come to pass. Congress has proposed an
overall percent increase for new

By Tamar l.Hk

'

Howard University, Washington, D.C., 20059

HU's international tradition

surcharg~

Tuition

'

•

The Nation's Largest Black Collegiate Newspaper

Greg Davila, also a native of tht
•
Virgin Islands, disapproves, ''I think it's
ridiculous. It's discrimination to me.
We're not Up to their standards in other
words.''
He also made the point that
international students already have to

'

•

pay exorbitant amounts of money just to
attend Howard · University---<osts that
the ordinary student does not have to
pay, such as travel coses.
Chris Nicholls, a fr~shman from
Trinidad said, ''It is no
Students.
have to spend so much to get here." He
also ,feel.s that the inc rease will
discourage international stUdents from
coming here in the future.

have been approved by the board of
trustees.
Not only . will the number of
international students decrease, but a
number of programs may have to be
eliminated if there are not enough
students to continue, which could be 1lfl
indirect result of the reduction of• the •
reduction of the number of international
stude nts.
Rallies on the yard and proteslS at
The 1990·91 tuition for new . last year's football g.f111CS have not ·
international studenlS will be$5,900 at pro"'l?ted imrne\iiate 4'sults, but Dr.
,
the undergraduate level and $6,700 at Jenifer has promised that he will make
the graduate level. This is in addition to an attempt to pe~uade Congfes.s to
tuition increases for all students that reverse ihe decision in the next year.

good.
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Jenifer calls for unity
•
In meeting with staff_

"

K lan march:
Much ado
abou}inothib g

Says employees not given recognition
their concerns.
Jenifer said •the purpose of his
keynote speech was to give attention to
Campus Editor
staff members who often do not receive
In a massive call to Cramton
the resources and recognition that the:-\
Au~itorium, this week, Howard
deserve.
UnivCrsity President Dr. 1 franklyn
In his address, Jenifer talked about
Jenifer, urged staff members to ''join ·
making Howard more than just a
harids and work together'' to make
worl..1'
but ''a family."
Ho,vard a ··capstone of higher
''We are a unique population of
learning.''
people. Howard University is not a
Jenifer addressed two sessions on
typical workplace or learning
Tuesday and Wednesday in order to
institution," Jenifer said.
meet and greet all of the staff members
•
''Howard is the second largest
at the university. The gathering brought
corporation owned and operated by ·
together people from every echelon of
Blacks. We have great ec.onomic and
the univt:;rsity, both young and old.
scholarly input (in the community].'' he
Employees who are housekeepeIS,
engineers l health practitioners, added.
As he stood alone on the lighted
secretaries, counselors, and others
stage Jenifer said, ''l1 's gets lonely up
waited in the nearly full auditorium to
here. It gets tough, brutal on occasion. I
hear the president speak. Others who
heard about the previous meetings came
prepared to ask questions or express 'see JENIFER page 6
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The KJu Klux Klan vowed to
niarch down th~ streets of
\Vashington D.C. in full hooded
attire last weekend. But, in the face
of thousands of angry District
residents, the march was canceled at
the last minute.
Despite the .sweltering heat, both
Black and White protestera held
banne~ . made speeches, and even
prayed wh~le wailing foi the Klan to
attempt their march.
'' We have to come out to protest
or el~ they Iwill...continue'-to come
back. \Ve have to show them that
our voice is! stronger than_ theirs,''
said one anti· klan dcmol'l,strator.
The statement revealed sentiments
felt by 3,(XX} protesters who :rallied
against the presence of 44 m;~be~
of the Ku Klux Klan from North
Carolina who held a gathering at the
, .g(ition 's Capitol, Sunday.
1
Tensions ran high
·between police and p{otesters as
people a~tempted to get closer to the
Klan, who we're police escorted by
bus to the Capitol . They marched
100 feet to the stairs of the Capitol to
give brief ~peeches amongst
themselves. f The\ crowd of
P.rotesters had been h~d back by
police from the area u\ which the
Klan held 1 theit rally.
''They shduldn ' t have police
protection ," J.id one protester. '' It
evokes a response fiom the people.
Evel)(lhin& is getting out of hand."
There were several arrests
during the demonstration including
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PHOTO BY MIKE HVfTNER

Howard students confront olftce~ Sunday during the Klu Klux· Klan rally (above). Ga:ird!an
Angels form balflcade In an effort to stop the KKK from marching (below).
one Howard 'University student.
The student, who asked not to be
identified, was arrested during the _
demonstration after a brief scuffle with
police following his attempt to er~ a
police line. He said •• four or five JX>lice
jumped on me. One of them swung his
· flight stick tdwards me; I tried to grab it
·but I was thrown to the ground and one
of the police men held me down by
putting his knee on me."
, Charged w\th disorderly conduct,
the student had ·to pay a $25 retaining fee
and was given a citation to appear in
court later this month.
District, Metro and Capital police
were on duty to' maintain crowd c:Ontrol
in order to prevent a confrontation
between demonstrators and police like
the one which followed the Klan 's 1982
march in D.C.
In addition to the police force, one
member of the National Guard , Richard
Skinner said that 'Thirty-fiVe National
Guardsmen were called out for tra1fic
. control." The traffic haq been blocked
off for several blocks . Skinner said , no

Howard reservists
may be called to war
By Rochelle -Tillery
;

,.tltop Slatt -

Tension in the Persian Gulf has
brought increasing concern to Howard
University ' s campus as some
administrators, faculty, staff and
student reservists are called to active
duty in response to the five·week~ld
crisis.
...
Thousands of sertce men and
women have been deplOyed to Saudi
Arabia, where they await and prepare
for possible combat with. Iraq, who
invaded Kuwait on August
In
response to the crisis, President Bush
made a parti~ call to the reserves
approxin1ately (wo weeks ago.
There is an estimated total of 95
studenr reservists at Howard, according
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see KLAN page s"
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INSIDE

Insurance department
•
receives $25,000 grant
By Rochelle Tillery
Hilltop Staff Reportef

The Nationwide Foundation, a part
•

•

• New ma.sco1 custom to be
replaced by homecoming
See page. A3 .
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Mayoral s/101.vdown
• D.C. candidates l"ofiled.
Primaries set for September 11.
See page,A7
i
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see DRAFT page 6
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• Students give buffet-style
service two snaps in a circle.
See page, A2.

Bl11~

to Vincent Johns 1 dean of specia l
student services. Johns said six students
have already been called upon.
''Your status as a civilian makes oo
difference. You can be f immediately
•
called upon," Johns said in reference to
students.
Some Howard students said they
joined the reserves to cam money for
school. but never imagined that they
would be on the brink of war.
''I made a deal .with the devil and oow
he's going to cash in on it. My life ~
· basically in someone else's hands, and 1
volunteered for it," said an air force
reservist who did not want to be
identified.
George Bond, chief of operations
aild marketing for· the U.S. anny, $Sid ·

•
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By Stacey Phillips
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By Rebecca

'

of the C.Olumbus, Ohio based insurance
company, donated .$25,CXX) to enhance
Howard's insurance department for
enOowment scholarships.
''The
Nationwide
Insurance
SchOlarship recipients will reCeive
money generated from the ·annual
i'nterest of the endowment,'' said Dr.
Roger Estep, vice president of
University Relations.
Steve Risch ,' vice president of
Nationwide Insurance, said they chose
Howard, because the university
provides high caliber recruits to

•

Nationwide on a consistent basis and
draws students from all over 1he United
States.
•
Nationwidt' s donation is a part of
their minority recruitment efforts. HerO
Cunning~am, vice president of the
Office of ijuman Resources, says
Howard has an extremely well·
develop~d program which includes
internships, extensive training in career
development, and summer internships,
where students· specialize in various
areas like actuarial sciences.
''Howard's· insurance program, the
Center for Insurance Education, was
founded about 12 yeara ago by Dr.
James Chastain, who retired last year,''
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a. on Sunday. See p1ge, ~Be for &IDiy..
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u mess center
benefits neophytes
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Howard
•
• •
assists· 1n
Va. Beach
Iboycott

•

'

By Makeda Lawis
HMltop Staff Reponer
'
For many African Americans,
owning a business is a life-long
ambition or dream. But the HoY.-ard
University
Small
Business
Development Center (HUSBDC) is
making ''great strides," according to
administrators, to make these dreams
become real.
Unfortunately, for these fortune
seekers, who work to become
fin'ancially independent, the majority of
the small'ousinesses established fail .
A recent example of such failure.can
be depicted by the decline of the African
American <,>wned grocery store ''Mega
Foods," in S.E. Washington, D.C.
Charlie Partridge, a cbunseling
coordinator at HUSBDC, described
Mega Foods as an example of an ''under
capitalized '' African
American
business.
"What happened to Mega Foods is
what happens to a lot of small
businesses. It is very common in the
black community," said Partridge.
Partridge said saving aniyptanning
a·re essential to young entrepreneurs
who want to own their own businesses.

'
By Brian a,.,nvjlla
and Theodore Cummings
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Now tl1al Labor Day 1s over,
n1c111bers of the greup Peace
Productions
wl10
provided
altcmati, ·e C\•ents for the weekend,
have viewed both sides of the debate

to return to Virginia Beach

and

belie\'C ''Bnck to Black'' came out
• on top.

f\1ark Thompson, a student at
UDC and n1en1ber of Peace
Productions., said ''We can declare
the boycott a suCcess.''

Those - in

attendance

for

'

Laborfest '90 held in Virginia
Beach said n1otorists \vere stopped
at the Virginia - Beach Information '
Center 9n the expressway, greeted
by a line of Africa n-An1eri.can
1

·police offiCers and· then directed
wl1ere rtq,, park by Virginia Sra'.te
Troopers .

I

Some of the security procedures
'
implemerited
v.'ere lraffic control
shuttle service from parking lots to
e\·ents and the usage of ID bracelets
b}' hQtel patro1;tS:
·•Virginia Beach for the first time
since the civil. rigl1ts movemenl
have cOnt ro\led blacks' public
access.·· said Thompson.
··\Ve 3re not going to allow them
to conirol the public access of black
people. \Ve shJ.Jd 11ot be treated
like sla\1es. \Ve( 'ould not be made
·~·

'

•
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Pl IC.TO BY Tl1EOOORE Cl.MYINGS

Virginia Beach police monitor boardwalk businesses and patrol the area (lop). "Back to
Black" organizations hold local alternative to the usual vacation spot (bottom).
to wear arn1 bans and t11erebf putting in
a ren1inisce of branding of slaves;' he
said.
Student~ wlto ren1ained in the
District for the aJtemative e\'ents from
the ''Back to Black'' weekend on
Ho,vard and UDC's campuses stressed
that the concept of Blacks supporting
tltemselves was an excellent idea and
should be en1phasized more.
Leandra Saunders, a visitor from
Oakland. Calif., said "l tl1ink it's a good
idea. I think we sl1ould channel our own
n1onies ·into our bwn organizations and
try to build our con1niuniti'es up.''
Sophon1ore Cynthia Sexton agreed
that it v.•as a good concept, '' but I don"t
think it was well publicized and the
tlMlout wasn't as great as I had expected
; but. the idea of having an alternative
place to go for Labor Day is real\}' good.
It should be v.'ell publicized next }'ear
and expanded .. ,
Gerard Robinson. former Mr.
HO\\'ard and presidential candidate for
the 1990 Howard U11iversit~1 Student

'

•

•

\

.'

*
'~V. l\l\

''It's tough starting out and you don't
need luxurious debts," she cautions.
HUSBDC offers assistance to
people who display an interest in
starting a busines.s. HUSBDC was the
first small business development center
of its kind in the country.
The prOgram was initiall y
established by Congres.s ten years ago.
At · that time, Howard 's School of
Business joined the program.
saoc·s exis, nationwide and
locally at the University of Marylarid
and Galludct College, but Howard 's
program is the leading program in the
D.C. Metropoli~an area.

'
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By Jennifer Golson
Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

If )'OU notice a difference in the way
t11e food in the Cafe1eria tastes, its not
}'Our imagination. In an attempt to suit
.the palate of the Howard University
con1 n1unit~·· d;lka
,
becan1e the new food service last
1
h1ont h.
Although tll'e repiacen1ent of Good
Food S~ice was not a n111tter of ''be i11g
tl1row n out,'' according to Roberta
McLeod, foo'CI se rvice director for
HoWard. bUt o(being unable to meet tl1e
needs of the w1iversity. ! ··Jn all fairness.
it 's not a n1ark of ze ro -for them.''
The three -year contract held by GFS
expired in June and bids were taken
from vari ous companies~ including
daka. GFS and MarriOn. An evaluation
commi11,ee of 11 individuals, chaired by
Raymond AK:her, acting dean of
' · activities, rcvieWcd student life and
proposalSf:ubn1itted to detcnnine which ·
con1pany had 'the most to offer the
. . '
un1vers1ty.
The
con1n1ittce
took
into
cdnsidcration financial feasibility and
demands slated du ri'hg the stude nt
protest of March , 1989. McLeod said
• •

\.

l

•

$65.00.

The final phase, Phase Ill, will meet

see BUSINESS page 9

'

-

New· .f ood service cooks up ·variety,
menu features · 'all-you-can-eat' ,

'

The SBDC is designed to provide
management assistance and tcchniCal
assistance to the small b8'siness
community. Assistance is provided in
the forms of counseling, training,
research and publications, and special
projects.
SeIViccs are provided by business
practitioners, management analysts,
faculty members, and SBDC staff,
along with other indiv.iduals with
business knowledge.
Counseling is also free to individuals
or small groups in the areas of
accounting, 'finance, marketing,
procurement and business assessment.
Training, as well as counseling, is
provided
through
HUSBDC'S
Business Development Certificate
Program (BDCP). Students of the
' university are allowed to take the
coursR free of charge, but non·
univeisity members must pay a fee.
The BDCP is a regularly S<;heduled
program, which started this :week, and •
consists of three phases.
Phase l, business. fundamentals will · J
meet on Wednesdays, during the
months of September, Octobe~ and
November. The Pre.registration fee is
•
$40.00 and on site registration is
$50.00.
This cpurse provides
'
fundamenl al business information,
helps students examine their reasons for
going into business and their desire to
continue working 't owards this
endeavor.
Phase II, for which Phase I lS a
prerequisite, examines market ana1ysis
and venture feasibility . Phase II
panicipants are scheduled to meet on
'fl\ur>days during September, October
and November.
Pre-registration is
$55.00 and !on site registration is

LJ

students V.'<Ulted n1ore food for their Dalludet University, the Universi1y of
mone)'. better service and better MassachusetlS and the tfnited States
en1plO)'n1ent opportunities for students. Merchant Marine Academy.
Selection ''' US based upon the
To con1bat the cdmplaints of
aniou111 of voles a con1pan)' recei\'ed quality, quantity, and nutritional value,
fron1 the con1n1ittee v.•hich included t\vo the two meal plans offered feature allstudents. 111e services were placed in )'OU-can-eat. Those having special diet
rank order. resu lti11g in the selection of requirements. such as a vegetarian,,
entree, should ··con1e to my office and .
~ d<lka.
~ TI~ con1p:u1y will pay tl1e un iversiiy
let me know what the problem is,''' said
to oper:ite out of tl1e d.1n1pus' facilities Jean Vines, food service director for
for the M:1i11, E1is1 and West C<11J1puses. d1lk:1. A salad bar and soda fountains
daka ( will also pr'ovid~ n1e1tls in tl1e have also been added.
cafeterias and catering for universil)'
For variety, Archer said there will be
organizatio11s, al tl1ough caterir1g is not differen1 themes tl1roughout hie year in
•
'
1 4~
exclusively lin1ited to the con1pan}'· accordance with holidays .and campus
.They are t1 lso respo nsible for functi ons .
concessions duri11g home foo tball
Changes have been made in both the
•
gan1es.
fcxxl and personnel. ''We gave every Only paying customers ant allowed to sit In the ca•'"fe..,terla area for meals.
The Punchout will be serviced by fcxxl service employee the opportunity University-Wide
N>od
Service quality of the food is 105 percent day."
daka. Archer indic~tcd that hours wil l to stay on a probational pcricxl," Vines C.Ommittee, made up of a panel o( better," he said adding, ''The biggest
The main complaint for some
be extended from 11 a.m. to 9 p.n1.
said, but added, there were a. Jo( of new students, adininistrators and food thing is being able to go )>ack and get students is the Jack of price options. The
1
The contract held by daka will be faces.
service employees will meet once per what you want."
two plans offered are only for two meals
'
revifwed eac h }'car to monitor " '' Reaciive'' management will be a month, Vines added.
However, not all students take per day, $757, or three meals per day
co n1plaint s or P.rogrcss with a S}'Stem utilized by the company to
Thus far, student reaction has been advantage of this option. ''People -don 't $780. lbose who want to purchase a
n~axin1un1 of live }'Cats.
obtai n direct student input. According one of approval. ''We 're getting a · seem to go back for se.conds," said nieal on occasion pay $3 for breakfast,
Besides Howard, daka has n1ore.. to .Vines, n1anagen1ent will come_ in to positive feedback ," said Dorothy sophomore zoology major Tanya $5 for lunch and $7 for dinner and there
t~an 499 localions fn40 diffe renl states · set up booths pcricxlically and place Motte, coordinator for meal plans and Crawford .
is no itemized pricing.
specializing in university food services, comn1ent cards on the tables for the special ~en ts for the university.
Some individuals feel that the line
One student, who wished to remain
military schools and eorporate dining. stu~en1s to provide opinions.
Sophomore environmental science · situation has improved as opposed t6 anonymous, said ''It seetffs...like they're
The company serves ~ore than 250
To monitor comments and major Kelly Mcintosh was on the meal ~st year. ''[There are]usually quick saying 'Pay i is or pay that or you don't
col leges and universities including complaints and receive suggestions., the plan last year and has returned. ''The lines. It depends on what time of the eat' ."
$
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'Historically black universities provide cultural enrichment; studehts say
By Vicki Jones
•
Ha!op Slilff _RaportBr •

'

•

'
I

Socia l, financial, and cultural
circumstances ·a1 white coll ege
campuses arc making the idea of
attending a black college mcire
appealing to ,Afro-American students.
'
Today, ·more
black s1udcnts arc
refUsing the offers of an educiition at
· white colleges, and arc i11stcad scckir1g
the San1c road that their parents decided
I°! take 20 years ago by applying to one
of the nation 's 117 historically black
colleges and. universities.
More than half of the 42 schools
. currently represented by , the Unil(:d
Negro College Fund (lJ.N.C.F.). have

see n an increase in enrollment. sc hool year .
He believes that attending black colleges. Howard
U.N.C.F. Prcsiqent Christopher Edley Georgetown
University alone
Sr. rcn1 arked, ''B lack studen ts are University offers
had morC than
coming ba~k. ••
an atmosphere for
15,000
During the 1970's SQme of the best black students to
applications for
•
black students deserted black feel comfortable
the
1989-1990
,
institutions for Ivy Le ague- schools. and learn about
school year. As of
•
Even today, while col leges continue to their culture.
August 25, 1990
try to enl ice black students to attend
Howard
has
Howard -..... ...
!heir sc hool by offeri ng minority University ~
received 15, 187
schOlarsh ips, n1inority interest .clubs, director
of-.',
applications.
'
and other opponunitics ., to provide a admissions,
''This is .a
~
I
n1ore con1fortablc atn1osphcrc.
Emmett Griffin1
national trend, and
According to Stuart Rich, the has
there arc several
watched
direclor of Institutional . Research at enrollment rates
reasons why," said
Georgetown University, GU had an drop and rise
Griffin. ''Students
enrollment of 8 percent black ,significantly in
want a good
undergraduate students, and 6.8 percent his 15 years with ihc University. education. They also want to be
graduate students for the 1989-1990 Stati81ies show that more blacks are culturally enriched, intellectually-.

"
I found out q lot

about my people
that I didnc 't know.

- Greg Sm1pson

.'

•
,

challenged and nurtured by their
environment, '' he added.
.
Second-semester freshman, Leon
Melbourne, was very selective in
choosing a college when he decided to
transfer from a predominantly White
and Cuban college campus in Miami.
Melbourne found himsC'Jf looking
for, ''A good academic program with the
unifica1ion of black people." He also
wanted lo become more aware of his
culture and feel morr comfortable in his
iurroundings.
'' Black colleges arc not as
exemplified as they should be," he said.
"People think you pany and don't learn;
but that isn't true.''
Kimberly Jones, a freshman at
Howard,. was looking for something

•

•

'

.

more from an education, besides getting
a~ay from home.
''I want to learn about different
countries and different cultures. I want
to learn about life," she said. "l believe
I can be taught these lessons at
Howard ."
As a senior at Howar~, Greg
Sampson can honestly · say that he has
had the experience of feeling imponant
by attending Howard University; and hCj
does not regret it.
·
·
''I found out a lot about my people
that I didn't know. This experience
gave me a whole new outlook on blacks
and black prpfessionals; of how we can
better interact with the black
community,'' he said. "If I could go
back .00 change it, l wooldn'I."
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COMMUNICATIONS CONFERENCE APPROACHES

•

.

~

.

,.

The Howard University School of Communications will sponsor the 19th
Annual Communications Conference from October 11-13.

" ''Global Communications : Economic, Political and Social Perspective''
has been selected as the theme and will consist of panels and workshops.

I

There is a special advance registration period for Communication
students from . ~pt. 4 through Sep1. 21, providing them with complementary
registration. ~SC students registering after Sept. 21 must pay !\. $40
registration fee i

'

--

'

Advance re~Stration fonns qa.n be picked up in Room C-234 in the C.B.

Powell Buildin~.
·
.
HUSC studerts who. wish to participate in the pre-conference job fair may

'

contact Carol D dley at 806-5806 or go to the Office of Career pevelopment

in room 2:60. oluntecrs should contact Joan Payne·Johnson Or Virginia
Steward at 8 7690.
•

'

.

I

ONLY THC>f E WITH 'SOUL' NEED APPLY

•

.

'

I

•

'
I
The Souf~).iad held its first interest meeting on, Wednesday ip an effon .

to gather.,.ancrofganize new members. However, another brief meeting will
be h:el~ on Satutday at 11:30 a.m. in Greene Stadium before the ho~e game.
Those intcrCsted in joining the rsoul Squad ~uld bring a $10 _
panicipation fee.
-""
In addition, females are required to bring 10 signatures from members of
the football team and males are required to obtain 10 signatures from
members of the cheerleading squad.

I

ADVERTISING CLUB LOOKS TO SET MARK

•

int rest meeting for Sept. 12 in the School of Communications.
lbe ADvance Team is the first advertising club sponso~ through tlie
erican Advenising Federation at a predominantly Black institution.
AJthough not yet an officially chartered campus organiz.ation, the
advenising club ~ submitted its constitution to the Office of Student
Activities. Membership will be open to all students enrolled in Howard's
eighteen schools and colleges. However, membership is expected to include
p~marily advenising students.
1
The ADvance Team will include three divisions which will provide
opponunitie.s for experience and information to the students in the club. One
division of the club, the Capstone Group, will act as an adveniSing agency.
Other divisiOns include that for public awareness and groups organized to
toompete in the National Studen1 Advertising Competition. The officers were
~~Jected iq April, but division directors will be appointed early this semester.
Those interested should contact the club's president, James Stovill at

'

•

I

'

•

FILE PICIOS

Big Blue (above? ivill soon be paired with dancing partner,
Lildy Big Blue, for next 111011th 's lwnzeanning festivities. '
I

Mascots

•

l~nger ·suffer

1

the 'blues'

. Stolen Big Blue resul s in , anticipated costume purchas?s for the fall

' in April, the ADvance Team has tentatively scheduled its first
·, Fonnulated

'

-,'

265·3880 ..

I

By Rebecca UtUe
and Elizabeth C. Uoyd
. Hilltop Staff Reporters

After nearly a year, the whereabouts
of the unifonn for Big Blue, the Howard
University mascot, remains a n1ystery
· that has left university officials and
students stumped.
In spite qf appeals made last year for

the return of the stolen unifom1, neither
the suit or any tangible leads have
surfaced. No one knows why the culprit
would want a bovine costun1e.
''Who knows why anyone steals,'?
said Belinda Lightfoot-Watkins, acting
director for the Office of Student
Activities. ''I have no idea [\vhnt they'd

use it for]. It 's a :very expensive outfit until the new costumes are delivered
detail as to what the new unifonns will
'
for Halloween.''~- .
''We have identified a vendor who entail, wanting to keep it as a seaet an~
The costume, which consists of a could do the costumes," said Lightfoot- only said, ''It' will not loqk like the ones
Bison head, a shirt with fur sleeves, fur Watkins, who estimates the costs of the that were stolen.''
pants ·with suspenders, fur shoes and two new uniforms at approximately
The uniforms arc being made by ·
hoofs, was stolen last December from . $4,0CIO. Funding has been secured from Kinetic Artistry, in Jakoma Park, Md
the parked car at the Howard Plaza Raymond Archer, acting dean for
Anderson said the Bisons' are
·Towers of the student who !XJnrayed Student Life and Activities.
expected to debut with their new look
Big Blue.
Yvonne
Anderson, Howard's during homecoming.
According to Lightfoot·Watkins, checrleading coordinator, added, ·· The
In additi~n to getting new costumes,
the university purchased two Big Blue outfits will cost exactly $3,782, and this Anderson mentK>ned that tryouts are
suits four years ago at a price of $1,200 will be the total cost for two eutfits. now scheduled for a new ''Lady Blue"
each. They added a skirt to one to make J_light now we don't have a Lady Big ' beCause ''!ast year we didn't have' any_
a Lady Big Blue. After the theft , Blue because no one has tried out for the females to try out for the position."
however,
Big
Blue's
female pooitioo. Lady Big Blue will also get a
Lorna Cole, Ciiptain of the
counterpan had to be retired so that Big new outfit and she also will hopefully be Cheerleading Squad said that the
Blue could oontinue appearanc.es at reintroduced
at homecoming, " position of Lady Blue is not limited to
•
athletic events.
Anderson said
females, ,but guys are a bit skeptical .
This will oe the case again, or at least
However, she would not go into about the pooition.

'
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ATTENT I fJN

'

I
.I .I ..

All RECOGNIZED STU0l1'1 ORGANIZATIONS

CENSUS FOAMS

'

FOR
1990-91 SCHOOL YEAR RRE DUE! \

.
,
•

IF YOUR ORGANIZATION UllSHES TO APPEAR IN TH[
OIREClORY or RECOGNIZED ORGANIZATIONS, COMPLETED

1•

•
•
•

CENSUS FOAMS MUST BE SUBMITTED 10 THE OFFICE OF
SlUOE"'T RCTIUl11£S NO LRTEA THRI\.':

'

I•

•

I

I

SEPTEMBER 17TH
I

flEpE COME BY lH[ BLACKBURN UNIUEASllY CENTER,
RM . 117, RNO Fill OUT A CENSUS FORM FOR YOUR ORGRNIZRTION
TOOA'r'!

IF VDU HAU[ RNV QUESTIONS, PLERSE CALL US flT 806 - 7000

WE LOOK FORWARD 10 HEARING FROM YOU SOON!

,

APPLICATIONS FOR WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS Ill
AMERICAN UNIVERSIT!Es,,,AND COLLEGES ARE AVAILABLE
•

d

IN \THE OFFICE OF THE DEAN OR STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICE

'

F a111011s

1

OF YOUR SCHOOL OR COLLEGE, OR IN THE OFFICE OF STUDENT

Double

I

ACTIV,ITIES RM.117 OR THE BLACKBURN CENTER.

Now's the time to ge(the best deal on your college ring. Buy now and save up to $80 011
your college ring, and get a second discount - a free ''savings match'' gift certificate - good
for merchandise in the store . Choose from an" exciting selection of men 's and women' s
ring styles. Talk to Your ArtCarved representative today and double you'r savings.

NOTE- ~ ;\PPLICATIONS

MUST BE RETURNED TO THE DEANS

OCTOBER 1, 1990 •

'

-•

'

Cam.pus Store - '.Bf.acf:t.burn Center
I
,
'.l'ton./ - '.f'ri,., Sept. 10-·14
10 a.m..-4 p.m..

I

•

•

•

•

~

,
,

•

~

COUE<JE .Ewa.R'f

•

.

•

OFFl.CE OF YOUR SCHOOL OR COLLEGE BY MONDAY

•

'

,

•

•

co~tinuin~

Special Payn...-111

Pl~Availablt-

117 Eiackburn Center .

The H-BOOK serves as ·a

•••i:ll

Howard University

.

•

•

'

g~neral . resoucce

Studen~s.

••

•

in t . h~ Off ice of

)

'
'

students

Student Activities,

•

•

ace now availablt toe new anc

~ -B OOKS
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•
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Vacationing from their daily lynchings and

•

·people were truly fortunate there were no •major
outbreaks of violence. Hundreds of police were out in
force . - \Vearing partial riot gear, not to control the
cro\vd, but to protect the hooded racist members of the
Klan. Some police officers appeared au to anxious to
- beat up on a crowd of unarmed people. Unfortunately,
their assistance for just orie day will probably cost tax- payers close to a millioi;i dollars) Knowing this, how
could the KKK get a permit to march in the capital of
this heavily debited nation if it was to cause so much
confusion and cost so much money? If this is supposed
• to be the exercise of free speech, it certainly cost us a
lot o f money and headaches. Furthennore, if things had
gotten Ou\ of hilnd it would have-cost some people their

'

Race

•

With hate crimes on the increase in this
country- crimes of this nature committed against
Black people, in particular, having increased by nearly
150 percent over the last three years- we 'can not find
consolation in reports that membership in racist
groups is decreasing and race relations are getting
'
better. It is apparent that there are many
more different
kinds of racist groups that exist now than in the years
of ope~ racism. Furthermore, not all racism comes
from hate groups like the Klan. Much of it comes from
places closer to home .
Klan members assure that they wilL return
nex~ year, and will most likely do so in greater
numbers. People must again get up for the challenge
and stop them next year. Their OOldness this year is an
indication that these murderous racis{ feel threatened
by the success of people unlike themselves in the 90s.
However, the events of la.st weekend only reaffirm the
need for us to be aware of the existence of racism. It's
obvious that racism did not end in the 60s and,
moreover, it will not end in the 90s if we don't take a
stand. against it. And who knows, perhaps we will not
have David Duke as president in 1992.

1

At the beginning ' of this year sevefal
Against our better wishes, the' university has
ano~
' mous students circulated iliers that strongly
lost many talented instructors because of their
recO ended not taking the courses taught by six
unwillingness to increase teachers' salaries.
instruc ors in the Philosophy department. Allegedly
Philosophically speaking, the university has to realize
'these. instructors· had consiste_ntly failel:I, primarily, to
that not every instructor is willing to make
all-tooconsider the Black pe~ctive in their teachin~p~inful sacrifice required to tench at this university and
Some were also accused of not having had the proper
work for peanuts. The university will find itself faced
qualifications to teach at this university. While ·the
with gross incompetence in its teaching staff if it does
blacklisting. of instructors.'. in this manner is
not offer a more corTipetitive salary.
unacceptable, it only reaffirms the need and the desire
Involving ourselves in the inaking of petty
for more instructors to teach from a Black perspective.
allegations as a respon~ to the school's inadequacies
only incites emotions· towards the problem, not
solutions. It is, therefore, important that we channel
Although Philpsophy has evolved over time
our energies into finding positive solutions. Moreover,
to become the elitist European subject it is today, it has
if Philosophy students are passionate enough about
its origins in Egypt, where Black people developed
their studies to outright embarrass a few instructors,
mUch Of the principles and theories that are now
then they.must also be passionate enough to obtain a
accredited to the Greeks. Yes, E~pean Philosophy
does bore students lifeless because of its out-in-space ' doctorate in Philoscphy and teach it from a Black
'
perspective
nature and its lack of relevance to real life situations,
(he Department of Philosophy no\v has a
but it is of grave importance that we study philosophy
Black cHairrnan who is fully conscious of who he is as
further I to gain insight into our complex world order.
a Black man. However, merely appointing a Black
.Therefore•.Jeaching ~the· subject frOm a Black vantage
chairperson does not solve the problem: The university
point would , prqve immeasurably beneficial, giving
must pay for and actively hire quality Black
most ~tuden\s a. moans of directly correlating .the
instructors. We, as students, must also carry our load.
subject matter to their lives. J=:urthermore, teaiching the
We can no longer point the crooked finger of blame
sUbject from a European .varltage point defeats the
and incite confusion: Being aware of the problems that
reason miµly of us came to this university. We were
exist, we should take the fight to another battleground
attract~d to Howard for the Black experience, not a
by finding solutions.
European experience in black-face.

iliE

•

'

Fourth Down and Inches

•

Intercollegiate sports are no longer mere
extracurricular actiyities that seek to provide students
with releases from their studies. They have evolved
into a perverse _bil\ion-dollar industry that capitalizes
off the extraordinary
. talent
. of a few athletes. The
result is the exploitation of young Black athletes by
prominent unive sities. Subsequently,
Howard
uruversity's belea~uering dep·endence on federal
funds sugg~sts that it would be beneficial to both the
university and young Black athletes for Howard to
improve its athletic pr~gram.
It's first ' down and ten, · and Howard
University has l'!cked substantial alumni support and
multi-i'ni\lion dollar donators for /nost of the game.
Over the past few y~ars the University has been
heavily relying on government funds. Seenyngly, the
previo~s administration appeared content with the
master-slave relationship the federal go11gnment
maintained_ with . the uniiersity, and did not appear to
seek other -reasonable avenues for the University to
increase its revenues.
Other Universities have traveled down
athletic avenues to the tune of millions of dollars on the
backs of Black athletes with .teams that are either
mostly Black, or all Black, while there are scarcely any
Black scholars on their campuses. Moreover, they
sill$ the played-out tune of providing a free edµcation
arid the possibility that their institution could be the
stepping stone into professional athletics to high
school pl~yers during recruiting procedures .
Unfortunately, they fail to do sc.
'
It's second down and ten, and the university
could partially solve both of these problems by taking

.

1

'

•

its athletic program off the bench. This- would have the
effect of increasing revenues from television contracts
and parapherl)lllia sales, as well as augmenting the
possibility of an increase in eruullme.nt because of the
publicity the university Would receive. Howard can at
least begin to combat the exploitation .qf young Black
men by attempting to end the monopoly on athletics
held by a few select institutions in this cou'ntry.
It's third down and four, and even though
improving athletics might appear beneficial, the
university faces a formidable defense in the N.CAA.
For years, Black institutions have played in segregated
conferences. It also seems as though qur institutions
have been denied the opportunity to, <;ompete on a
higher level, and have been frequently overlooked by
OOwl si!lection committees. Just three years ago the
mighty Bison were passed over by a bowl seleetion
committee after winning the ' MEAC Conference
Championship.
It's fourth down and inches, and we are faced
With a perplexing choice. Being aware of the blatant
exploitation of Black people by athletics, should we
avoid the wearing of paraphernalia and the supporting
1
of universities that appear to enslave Black people by
denying them educations? Or should we ignore the
obvious abuse of our people?
sHould Howard
University stay firmly rooted in its stance of academics
before athletics, or should the administrators realize
that athletics can pay for better academics?
Perhaps
the Los Angeles Football Oassics held last weekend is
indicative of the university's realiza'tion that· one
pos.sible way of 'generating money is byjsuiting up and
taking the field.
I

•

•

•

I

,

Phil~soph.iQ.ally Speaking
,,

•

" '' I

lives.

night.ly cross burnings, no less than 46 members of the

•
Christian
Kni~hts of the Ku Klux Klan attempted to
march down Constitution Avenue and hold a rally at
the Capitol building. Even though most of their plans
•
\Vere:;: silenced by anti-Klan demonstrators, the
message that racism is far from dead was heard loud
aiid clear. · ·
.I
At a demonstration full of intense emotions
stirred by agitators who encouraged violence, many

•

I
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Letters to the Editor

'
•
•

Need for better environment in city schools
Dear Editor,

lnner~ity

As we enter the new school year,
educators at inner-city public schools
are faced with the challenge of
increasing student self-image. Low
self-image, minimal . academic support
from home, and operating with a sociohuman handicap make it virtually
impossible for many inner-ciry students
to effectively grasp a well-balanced
academic experience. If other educators
arc also serious about helping our
students overcome their deficiencies,
we must- in conjunction with parentsseek to structure the school system's
social and learning environments so
that our students' socio-human and
academic
needs
are
met
simultaneously.
I am convinced that image building
activities coupled With academic
performance in the classroom can
create the type Of strong character that
would 'allow inner-citf students to
increase their self-image. Image
building will also prepare..- them with
tools that are needed to live life more
abundantly, to learn to discover and
exploit personal talents, and to better
understand the human interaction
process.

teachers who wish to be
succ.essful educators can no longer
afford to blindly teach such ~ as
business,. computers,
math, literature,
. ,
./
an d science, 1n · classrooms where
students are' lacking the most basic
principles -value orientation, self-esteem, openness, and trust- of life.
Now more than ever, there is an urgent
need for inner-city teachers to include
daily classroom activities that ailow our
-students to relate in a non-hostile
manner to ~I good about themselves,
to assess,, values, 10 engage in creative
thinking and expression, and to control
their attitudes and emotions. Students
must be exposed to ~ network of image
building activities tliat seek fO proVide
them with a wholesome ut\derstanding
of who they are, what th~ir roles are in
society and the community, and as
functional human beings, what they are
capable of achieving.
] This view is supponed by Author,
William Glasser. Mr. Glasser str~ in
his book, Control Theory in the
Oassroom stresses that at-risk students
do not have positive pictures ~
themselves, of school or learning. and
until they do, will n6t work. We must
focus our efforts on developing a
•

•

Our educational approach ihust be
adapted and improved to meet the needs
of today's urban student. The current
trend indicates that those who teach and
those who structure amiculums must
take a closer look at what school
children need most in order for them to
effect!vely combat the devastating
environmental, family, and sociohuman . deficiencies that so often
handicap their learning abilities. I am
afraid that, if the issue ..~f inaeasing
self.image is !Blcen lightly, inner<ity
school systems will never experience
the success of molding -functional
oommunal beings.

Rising Black leaders should alway_s

be aware of ihe ever · changing world.
Remember, no man is an island. With
the decline of the Soviet Union and the
emergence of a unified European
conununity, the Third World has been
left sttanded.
Cuba is now in a aisis and no longer
ca'n Fidel Castro · who has always
helped Black revolutionaries- depend
on Soviet political support which he has
used in the past to help Black people

•

Michael 0 . Grafton
DC Inner-city Teacher:
Howard University
Graduate Student

•

Many Of us lo.ve to quote and pretend
that we are Malcolm X, but few , of us
actually follow his teachings. Malcolm
did not study is.sues related to Black
people only, he studied the world. It was
his understanding of the fact that
whatever happened in the world had an
affect on his people- that caused him to
stay abreast of everything; We must
follow his example by also showing
concern toward world issues.

"

positive image of ~wnan life and of the
students themselves. In other words,
says Mr. Glasser, we will not help atrisk students by merely stepping UP,
programs that have failed them in the
past, by creating tougher academic
standards, a longer school day and year,
and more homework,'' Instead, we must
teach inner<ity school children about
the human development process; how
to interact as human beings.

Black college students should think global
Dear Editor,

I

'

around the world. As a result, African Congress declares war on Iraq; Black
liberation movements in the AmericaM soldier> will be called to fight a war that
and Africa should exped little more is not theirs. As a!Wll,Ys. Black troops
than the few bananas that Castro has left will be the first to die. Consequently.,
•
some Black reservists have already
to offer.
~ will support Black liberation in
been called into action.
Afri~ and around the world now?
To JX'C"Cflt more Black meo- from
tor the most part, we can only being killed by vlolencc, students
l
~epcnd on ourselves. Nevertheless,
shoold protest present U.S. actions that
every nation needs allies - that includes could ~iblf . precipitate a war. we
must prevent Black men from being
t~e ~rogressing Black nation in
sent off to die while attempting to kill a
America.
I Our•only choice is to tum more than
possible ally for Africans. Enough
ever to the oil-rich Arab nations. Black Black men have already died' in today's
Americans, however, are not Asiati_:.. drug wars.
i\rab hordes swept northern Africa
Time is runnin11Jlll.lfor Black people
around 600 A.O. Jong before Europeans in America. Malcolm once said that in
• ever . thought of invading the ''Dark all our endeavors, proper value and
Continent." In es.sence, Black people respect for time determines succc ss or
are not Asiatic, as Maloolm made clear. failure. Young African American
What should unite Africans with Arabs leaders· that means Black college
is seemingly their common enemy: students - must ana1yze the changing
Euro-American imperialism.
world order and point out the road
The sequence of events taking place toward freedom before it is too late. Our
in the Persian Gulf today will affect survival as a people is at stake.
Black Americans tomorrow. If the U.S. Azawdie DeBondsman
I

We welcome your letters and comments

j

•

The Hilltop wek:omcs yow views
on any public issue. We routinely

condense letters for space. We also
correct enors of style, spelling and

punctuation.
,
·
We publish <?clY Oliginal factual
material addressed to ~ We do not
publish poetry or open lcuers.

.

Faculty

and

administrators

arc
encouraged to write and share their ideas and
innovations.
Send to: Lctten to lhe Editor
The llilltop
2217 4th SL N.\V.

Washington, D.C. 20059

Lettcis as well as oorilmentarics mmt
be typed and signed. COl1'f>lete with full
address and telephone number.

The opinions.

exprcs~d

on the

F.di!Orial P'i' of the Hilltop do ""
necessarily reflect the opinions of
Howard Univeisity, its administration,
The Hill!Op lloanl or the Sl<idc" body.
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The evolution of RA,P

- From .the

' the people who _listen
positive effect on
to it, it must relay a message that
The controversy began when a broadens one's knowledge about one's
~ward County Judge banned them culture:, race or religion. It must provide
i er&m performing , and selling their a sense of pride and self;:worth.
_
album "As Nasty As They Wanna "
Recently there has l!ieen a trCnd in
Be.'' Many people have argued that the rap music industry to try and relay
the banning of this album is this latter type of mes.sage. Groups like
Public Enemy, Lakim Shabazz, the
Stop the Violence Movement, and Ice
Marla Pinkston
T. have been releasing some more
in(ringing on . their constitutional positive messages lately,. The points
rights. Even the people who don 't made in this newer form of rap music are
care to listen to the Two Live Crew very clear.
were upset to find out what the
In one song, Public Ene~y
government has gotten away with.
explains that a person watching soap
Anolher rap. group lhat is often operas is wasting time when he or she
targeted by many interest groups could jusr as easily pie~ up a book and
because of heir lyrics is Public learn more about his culture and race. In
Enemi. Although many critics f~el many of their raps, these artists talk
that their J lyrics are questionable, about Martin Luther King, Jr. an~
they hfe not been banned. Malcolm X.
Personally, I ffel that they are
Public Enemy also talks about a
helping Black youths to wake up to time when Blacks were fighting for civil
real life situations and \ to become rights. Public Enemy reminds us of a
more socially respbnsible. I feel that time when Blacks were united for the
rap music which relays ix>sitive cause, and how, after the leaders were
., messages en~oura&es positive killed, the spirit of the movement
actions by its Jideners.
seemed to die down.
When rap music fJISI gainaj ·
The Stop the Violence Movement.
popuJarity a feWj years ago, many which is made up of more than 50
artists wouJd rap about themselves popular rappers and rap groups,
~· or what they did wilh som·e tx>y or
recently released a song called, "Self·
girl. LL Cool I said, "I'm bad "> Destruction." Th!s song is directed
Hell!" Who n:ally cared how bad he towards Black on Black crime. One line
was? He• cou1d not do a thing for mf: in the song, rapped by Kool Moe Dee, is
The Sugarhill 'Gang rapped about a particularly poignant. He says, ''I never
friend's chicken tasting like wood. had to run from the Ku Klux Klan, and
'
NQW how can the Way food tastes I shouJdn't have to run from a Black
help to improve my life except for man." This statement is true. Many
me 10 become a better cook?
Black people can i~entify with it
If music ~ going to have a because they are afi:aid of their own
Recently, the rap group l\vo
Llve Oew got caught in an uproar.

I

I

•

'

'

Sugar Hill Gang to Public Enemy

people due to Black on Black crime.
·
Ice T. released a record called,
1
"High Rollers." It talked about living
life in the· fast lane as a drug dealer.
Making quick money and having pretty l
girls on one's arm is what a high roller
is. Of course, the high roller's life span
will not be more than ten years. This
should make a person question whether
it is ·really worth it to be a high roller.
'This trend toward Black awareness
is in line with what many youth arc now
experiencing. The wearing of African
medallions by so~ rappers symbolizes
the motherland and gives a sense of
'
pride. This reminds people of the land
from whiGh they 'come and puts them in '"
•
touch with others who share similar
feelings.
Q u<rlc
The rap industry appears 10 be
starting a new movement, not ' 'f>l~tl: wh1~c
yOU!l<j o\O 1
necessarily with protests and
demonstrations, but with a call to
! 1" ' °"'c be~~
Blacks to uplift ou~lves. Education
le~ ~ +el\
and self·pride will make us proud of Qur
'#00 rno'"
African heritage, and with it, we will not
be ashamed of our struggle.
I praise all artists who aealc songs
•
with more than jusi a beat, but also with
•'
a positive message. Thank You Public
•
Enemy, for creating some songs which
helped to clear my vision, helped me to
see who I am, what my job as a Black
person is, and where I am going in life.
!
I know that there arc other people in this brou~ht ov;.r~e. We were robbed of
wor,d who now realize ''what time it is'' our ~am~. roJ.Wd of our language,
as a result of listening to this type of rcligibn, culture "and almost lost out
musi~.
God? Many of us, by the way we act,
I agree with the speech by Malcolm even lost our m.inds."
X that Public Enemy used in their
ft is time ttlat we ·as a people unite
album. In this speech, Malcolm X says, and learn what really went on in the past.
''Have you forgotten that once we were _ Mos} history books just gloss ove r facts
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and leave out important infomlation.
After listening to Public Enemy, I
checked out books from the library and
read speeches by people like Booker T.
Washington, Malcobn X and Martin
Luther King, Jr. I wanted to learn why
they were fighting. I learned that they
were nor fighting for their freedom only,

but for lhe freedom of all human
beings.
1
To everyone who par:ticipatcs in
the teachlngs of positive values, I
applaud you fOr the messages that
you rap.
Maria Piliksto11 is a sophomore
in. the School of Commu11icati01is.
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·Race-.a nd the media -.An uneasy alliance

1

Ju9ge by content of i

•

character, not by skin color

to explain to the American people three ' It's a system which was deliberately single parent households are al all-time
fundamental facls: (1) What is . imposed on people of color 10 facilitate highs. To this reality of continuing
''racism'', and how is it distinguished their exploitation and domination. misery and oppression, the :white media
'~ _community • 1n
We
have
a
serious
problem
in
the
The
Black
from ethnicity or other forms of Unlike anti-Semltlsm, the anti-social declares that ''Blacks must assume
prejudice such as anti·Seh\~tiSm?; (2) discrimination against Jews, African· rl)Sponsibility for their own ·(Xlverty and Black community. The problem is Philadelphia · wa ~ essentially silenT
of this · when Mayor Goode droppe<.1 a tx>rnb on
What is the difference between the Americans and olher people of color ~ack"Wardness.''" This ignores the fact leadership. The magnitude
.
institutional racism of the Jim Crow era experience . the extreme subordinatii)n t~at ·absence of decent housing, problem is evident in the events a Black family and subsequently
•
9f Southern segregation tJiree decades and lack any institutional means to accessible public health care, and jobs surrounding lhe recent tri~ of _Marion damaged the homes of 1 other Black
Barry.
families in the area ..The Congrcssior1a\
,
ago and the type of racihl oppressiqh redress their lack of political power.
•
in minority communities directly
Many people chose to : suppOri Black Caucus does nothing alx>ut U.S.
Dr. Manning Marable
which exists in the U.S. today?; and (3)
c_90tributes to crim; . and violence.
Mayor Bafry based on his p~st support of rebel forces in Ang9Ja. Nor
What is the role ot the media in
The media applauds the demise of
The
media
has
!B
vested
interest
in
\
perpetuating the illusion of equality f?r legal segregation, the signs reading promoting two types of Black ''leaders'' contributions to the city or because his does the ~ongressional Black Caucus
skin is black. This reasoning is flawed
affirmative action. PoliliCians like people of color and lhe reality of their white and colored on schoolhouse doors
political demagogues to manipulate for several n:asons: (I) We have the lobby for economic aid to Africa in
proportion with the ·U.S.'s support of
Arthur ~. Kmman, Democratic City exploitation?
·•
and at public lunch counters. But it fails local audiences against legitimate
•
Let's begin by defining our terms to point out that racial exploitation still . grievances, but for their own petty highest murder rate ih the.ry. (2) Israel.
'louncilman irl New Yorlc City, and
How much will the Black
chair of the Cout\cil's education carefuJly. All Americans belong to one occurs in the 1990s, but under a more promotion, and elected officials and
•
community take before our leaders can
committee, assert i)penly that in type of ethnic group or another. covert and sophisticated manner. A'few celebrities whose racial identity is
James
Granger,
Ill
be held accountable for their actiorn? If
contrast to ''children 'hr EJropean-bom Ethnicity comprises our language, token Blacks and Hispanics ~re secondary to their popularity. In bo1h
our leaders behave like Marion Barry,
pan:nts, thcro · appear.; openly/ that in religion, tasles in music and culture, project~ in films, in professional instances, the media is able to either
city has a massive budget deficit. where do we draw the line?
contrast to "children of E··bom family patterns, and our heritage to athletics, and ifi the political system, dismis.s Black activism in the fU"St place, The
(3) Our ·public school system is among
Part of the solution to this problem is ·
.parc,nts, thero appears to be no 11iking of Africa, Ewope or Asia. Ethnicity has and the media pundits proclaim or use non·Black celebrities' as
.
ha
the worst in the nation and (4) D.C. to avoid the melanin trap. Rather than
lcaining" amo"k !llack and Hispanic been around for a long time, and "equality has been achieved .. But the exampIes of how whttes
ve overcome
'de
k d
I
·
·
Th nl ft .
rcs1 nts 1ac a equate ow-income support our leaders based on their
Children. In Brooklyn, . a jwy convicts a feelings of ethnic pride should not be harsh r.ality is that the percentage of · th ·
elf racLSm. e ~ .Y e eclive strategy housing and health care. If our leaders . melanin content, why not let their
African.American high school students to counteract media is support for BJJ1r-.k.. ,.
[19-ycar-old white man for the brutal confused wi~ bigQtry.
.
. . ,
.
·
d
ed'
.
h
h
_
cannot
provide.
us
with
life
s
three
basic
actions dictate howi, Black they are?
''R.acism'', hbwever, is the going on to college is lower today than pu blications· an m 1a ana 1ysJS w ic
· murder of' a Black youth, . Yusef K.
. . ('
.
·
.
h
h necess1t1es iood, clothing and shelter)
Why kiss your brother while hC stabs
awkins, but another jwy acquits the sys1ematic exploitation of people of ten years ago. The reality is lhat the wt.11 ef'iect1ve
1y art1cu 1ate t e trut
th
d
t
fi
d
I
de
..
en we nee o n new ea rs.
you in the back? If you think the Black
acalsea ririgleader of the murder.
color in the workpl.ace, and the median annual incomes of Black about our condilions
and our people.
Now the questions I ask are simple. ideaJs of life are or should be drug
Newspaper editorials and television subordination of their culture and families compared to white families is
'
ls Marion Barry the only black· skinned abuse, bombing one's own people, or
commentators acrOM the country have political rights. Racism isn't explained further apart today than back in 1973,
Dr. Manning Marable is a Prbfes.ror
Washington allowing them to roam the streets
deplored the ·renaissailce of racial by references to biological or genetic The nwnbcr of Black homeless families of polilical science( the Universiry of person capable of
D.C.? And why are my tax dollars going homeless without adequate health care,
bigotty, but have done lit~c to nothing differonccs between Blacks and whites. has doubled in the past decade, and Colorado
to the Virgin Islands? Why not elect a then supporting leaders such as Mayor
'
'
•
•
Black person for mayor who can behave Barry, Mayor Goode, and some of the
in a manner that won 't provi.de room for other Black·skinncd individuals in
the inevitable persecution by Federal Congress is justified. If not, I suggest
authorities?
,
you re-evaluate your support of some of
•
'massa'.
Don't
become
a
'-"~ti
m
of
be
critical
thinkers.
They
are
trained
to
as infinite as God, so just keep rtading.
In the 1970's, the O'Jays ~ad a sons-.
Mayor Barry has insulted the Black our so called ''leaders."
capitalism.
'\
do
tasks.
We
are
trained
lo
work
for
called "Living! for the Weekend." My
And once you learn about yourself community. Many Black·skinned
As a race, we need to siart redefining study the enemy. ·The days when While
brothers and s,,,tsters1 is OtaL what we are someone who docs not look like us
politicians claim that they want to be
Melanin didn 't stop !di ~ , I
everything.
We
need
to
research
and
instead
of
trying
to
build
an
economic
doing, .living {or ,the weekend ?
people can say, ''if you wanl to hide judged by ''the content of their character Jones Savimbi from becoming mass
Sometiines I think we are just zombies institution for oW'SClves. We have no read about our true history. Learn about something from, niggers, all you have to rather than the color [ of their skin." murderers. If Mayor Barry is your idea
our past. The rich and beautiful past do is put it in a book'' are long gone, and However, when these individuals are
with no mi'il~. All we do.is wake up, go economic base.·
of a mayor, then you can have him. In
Gil Scott·Heron once said, ''we are beyond slavery. Because once you do thank gqodness. There are no more days caught doing something wrong, they the Black race that I am a part of, we
to school or/ work, come home and eat,
a.busc·our women or m~n and then go to just oonsumers and not producers and that, you'll find out that we civilized the like th°*. My African people, read .and drape their Civil Rights credentia1s over donot tolerate liars, hypocrites or mass
' ~ sleep. The next day follows the same every consumer knows thal when the world. Africans were the fU"St doctors, rise to ttfe occasion. The hour is here for
their ~oulders and Slate that they have murderers. It 's not part of our ''vividly
•
mathematicians,
philosophers
and
producer
names
the
tune
the
consumer
routi.ne. We need to Stfi organizing on •.
us to lead the world in a God-like been sel up . Consequently, they conceived "ideals of life."
the weekends instead 9 ·f -~afl-__ying and must dance.'' And we've been dancing engineers., You'll find out that you've fashion.
accumulate support from the Black
•
getting drunk and bigb. Tell me what are . too long. In fact, it's time that we change been lied to. All those '1alhcrs of Greek
community based on their melanin
Jan~ Granger is a Radiograp/1y
that
tune
to
a
different
beat.
Instead
of
Us
philosophy"
were
all
educated
in
Egyp'
..we celebrating ar\yway? I'll tell you,
Brian Gianvi//e is a semor Ill the content rather than ''the oontent of their major in the College of Allied Health
,J_
' I ,.. aspiring to work for IBM or Proctor
then they went back into their caves in Sclwol of Conv,umicati01is
character."
Sciences
and Gamble, we should be aspiring to Europe and claimed everything that
Brian
GranYtlle
. be
future
business owners. they learned. Today in the ''intellectual
•
we're celebratinS.-..5.!!f.\rficial thing.s. Segregation was not such a bad thing for world'' we call that plagiarism.
You 've been had! Napoleon
Shallow things that arlnleani~gless and Black businesses. During that era our
are not improving our present status. It's conunu.nities were prosperous because Bonaparte once said, ''History is a lie
all a waste of time. Lllce Spike Lee so we were f6rted to support our own. We agr~ upq.n to suit the dominating
eloquently said. "Wike Up." This is no need ' to get back to that and stop letting cultufe ...
We need to start preaching the lruth
fantasy land. This is not a dream world. people who .don 't look like us make a
The key ingredient to our people's fortune from us because of our , and once we do that, we will start
C •
revealing the truth about the Europeans.
total emancipation quite logically starts ignorance. Wake up my people.
To those business majors~ some of
You'll see how they raped and
with• that society defining itself. And
'you peed to wake up . You are
enslaved Africa. You'll see-· how they
•
lhis is where the problem starts.
We are a confused race trying to find fundamentally right, bul instead of just killed lhe Native Americans. You'll see
ourselves., but as long as we accept the building your resume every summer, , how they put the japanese in
•
•
conqueror's definitions, it will be some of you should go horqe and • concentration camps. And they call
impossible .to imagine other worlds. We 'develop an economic plan that will Africans savages?
•
My people, just be seekers of the
need to start tearing down and liberatC our people. And let your goal
questioning the lies history has taught after "graduation be lo become an truth and don ' t stop until all the
entrepreneur and not to become a slave windows in your mind have been
~. The education that most college
receive docs not leach them to on the tplantation getting paid by the opened. But we know that your mind is
•
recent weeks, the media has
report
on what apparently is an
-epidemic of racial violence and
cronfrontation. On college campuses,
white students 1i.8ve initiated ''white
1
~'('&nt
unions'',. ,.~desioned
to undercut
'.,
1
p
~~cir universities' commitments to
i".Finority student recr~itment and
t
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It's tiµle to Wake Up and learn your history ·
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continued from page 1

one one appeared to be creating a
disturban'ce and' most people were there
just .to watch.
1

September 7, 1990

Draft

Kelton Ellerbee, a District • fireman
and native Washingtonian, had a more
personal reason for com ing to the
demonstration.
•• I owe it to my grandparents to be

here. ''
•

Sabrina Green, a Virginia resident

who was ;so present ·at the 1982
demonstratiOn, said if '' ~te KKK were
to march t~ugh here '{the District),
Malcolm and Martin would shudder in
their graves.''
'' More people turned out than
expected and the people have spoken ''
said Nia Kuumba, a ~ member of N·
Cobni (National Coalition of Blacks
for Reparations in'

'

HILLTOP

we belong over there. I'm curious if
Kuwait was of no use to us would we be
so aggressive in jumping on Iraq," he •
continued from P811" 1
said. "Also I.fear that when the Blacks
the call was made to all units in critical. fight in this war that we _will be just as
positiom, such as medical technicians, discriminated as we were after
doctors and nurses, .and will last for 180 Vietnam.''
days.
Bond said. this was tl}e first time
''All college students, graduate or since Vietnaih_ that 'the president has
undergraduate, who are members of the made a partial call for the reservists to
National Gaurd or reSetve troop units become alert or active for a nonwhich are ~ called are_, subject to be • national crisis. He also said that students
mobilized wilh their units,'' Bond said. in the Reserved Officer Training Corps,
Elliot Williams, a sophomore· ROTC, can be called under specific
~rketing major, has been put on alert
guidelines.
for active duty. He has not been sent;
''ROTC cadets who are members of
however if an emergency occurs he a troop unit are subject to be called with
would im.'nediately deployed.
, their unit. However, they must be
"If l was called to be dcploydil deployable, or have completed initial
overseas, I would go because I have an active duty training,'' Bond said.
agr~ement with the U.S. I wouldn't
The cadets also must have a table of
breach that contract," said Williams distribution allowance which is a space
who is an army reseivist and national available for them in the troop program
guardsman.
.•
Unit. Bond said;only if a war breaks out
''At the same time, I'd like to objeCt and the draft is reinstated would any
to it [ the call ] because I don't 'think that other ROTC member be called · upon.

•

•

I

America). A group organized to
seek reparations from the government
for African· Americans , who are
descended from the African slaves,
who were never paid for their years of
labor.
'

•

Jenifer
·

cont~ued

from page l
here. It gets tough, brutal on occasion. I
' your help... we
.
need
have to work
together.''
The pre siden t talked apout
establishing free on-the-job workshops,
couiscs and programs during the day
for employees who desire higher levels
of training. He also mentioned briefly
the possibility of some child-care
services.
,
. In addition, Jenifer touched upon the
certainty of having pay increases and
cutbacks.
''We
have
more
administrators than we do grass and
we're going to cut both," he said.
· Jenifer discussed several ways that
the administration could help upgrade
.,. ~ caliber of staff, but also mentioned
ways the staff could ~elp the university.
He referr~d to the deficits of Howard
University Hospital and . WHMM ,
Cllannel 32, Howard's public television
. I
•' . .
station.
·
\ ''We need to support ourselves. As a
peoplf we fail so often because we·don't
,<;uppbrt ourselves," he said.
.
• Last year, Jenifer said the h?spital
was S16 milli~ in debt and.this· year it
is expected that the amount · will1
increase to $25 million 1 LurreDtly the!
television station is five million 1 dollars!
· ,l
I in debt.
'
''The
debts are not due to
•
mismanagement," Jenifer said. ''The!
•
problem is we don 't use our own!

'
•

•

.

''
'

hospital, our own hotel and support our
own television station.''
The keynote speaker added ''If we
come together, we can solve our own
problems without asking anybody for a
penny."
•.
Most of the personnel that attended
the two hour session left inspired,
according
to Ruby Essien, Howard Press senior
editor.
•
''The speech "''as very inspirational
and I think that a lot of us share his
aspirations for Howard,'' she said.
Balthazar Barrie, a receptionist for
Bethune Hall dormitory called the
gathering ''necessary and useful."
''1be meeting 'was very useful. There
should be similar r meetings With the
students, especially , the freshman.
There is also a need for commuhication
between
the ·
students
and
adnrin.istrators.''' he said .
Others said ~e n1eeting was a first of
its kind for the uni\'ersity staff.
''I've been here for 20 years and this
is the first time the president has ever
met with the staff as a whole," said
George Booth, supervisor of property
and inventory control in the College of
Dentistry. "H~ sees us as people, a part
of the university and not just workers."
Cathe~e , Sll\ith, secretary for the
Departme.rt ?f Journalism, agreed wilh
Booth. Jll's the first time since I've
been here that ll1e president has spoken
with the staff."
'' If he follows through with his'
vision, then it w:ill benefit the staff'and
the students," she added.

r

. continued from page 1
said William Holten, former acting
director of the center and now special
assistant to the vice president of
·' Academic Affairs.
••sf.pee then, -the center has funneled
so.me of the most exceptional students
! 'interested in business _ into insurance
careers. We have,,Place~ver 50 percent
of oUr students- in inte hips and over
'
18 percent in full time emeloymenl,"
he.
added.
\

I

·

the world."
Reverend Cheryle Jones, Howazd
University Baptist Cliaplin, has a coworker who is a chaplain (or the army
who prays with the soldiers before they
go to Kuwait.
J
•
"He is in a difficult but vitally
important position, because the men
and women are scared and don't want to
go. But Jim gives them spiritual
guidance and reminds them that God
will be with them overseas," Jones said.
Howanl faculty and administrato"
in the reserves could also be called to
duty or deployed if they are needed_by
the military. Rosemary }(. Harkins,
dean of the College of Allied Health
Sciences, has ~n put on alert.
''I have been put on special alert
which means that if any one of the
administrators at Walter Reed Hospital
has been deplor,cd, then I will work at
Walter Recd Hoopital. As it stands I
won't go into actual combat, " Hawkins
said.
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Gift

"Most of the cadets are
full
members of the army. Once they
become commissioned as second
lieutenants they will be members,"
Bond said.
HoweVer, some ~dets like Robert
Abercrombie, a ju'nior: chemistry
major, ~ .expressed concern.
"I'd ~ate to see this whole thing blow
up into ~war," Abercrombie said. 4'We
all havC If much to live for and we don't
want tha~ swiped away for a conflict in
which
U.S. is overplaying."
Other students on campus have
relatives and friends who have already
'been sent. Doug · Frazier, a _transfer
student from Alabama A&M, has a
friend in the 82nd airborne division who
was sent to Saudi Arabia.
'1t's F'Y• because he might not
ever copte back, and he just got
married.iim might become a war and
then a global depression," Frazier said.
41
at the price of gas. Thirtyone do rs for a barrel of oil? Who
knows, i might be up to the U.S. to save

•

..,.,-

The amount, according to Holten,
will depend on the interest generated.
Ninety-five percent of the interest will
be used toward the scholarship fund.
The other 5% is put back into the
principle fund.
Howard will choose recipi~nts and
determine the an1ount of the scholarship
to be used. The requirements include: a
grade point average of 2.8 to 4.0,
f1Dancial need as detem1ined by the
f1Dancial aid department, evidence of
lead~rship j~'I: . community
and
participation ·in :rcaffipus activities.·
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L CANDIDATE PROFILE 1990
SHARON PRATI DIXON

•

CHARLENE DREW JARVIS
'
Age: 48
.
Background: Nativ.e Washingtonian and
daughter of Dr. Clwles R Drew, who

Aga:46
Background: Bom and rtarcd ln
·Washington. Her ralher is retired O.C.
Superior Court Judge Carlisle E. Pratt;
mother died when she was 6. Attended
public schools and giaduated from
Roosevelt High School .
Also a
graduated of Howard University and its
law school.

"

Career:

Taught at Anitoch School of
Law. General Counsel for lhe Po1.omac
Electric Power Co.- the first black
woman to be named Pepco vice
president.

'

0

DAVID CLARKE

•

•

Age: 47
Background: Born in .Baltimore
and rcarcO in Washington. He
. attended D.C. public schools. He is a
graduate of George WashiDgton
University and Howard Un.iversify
law school.
,

Law clerk to National
~ation for the Advanccmenl of
Colored People LegaJ Dcfcp.sc Fund,
1968; ~istant director WWtington
Bureau Southern Oiristjan l..eadership
Conference, 1969-1971; counsel and
director Washington bureau SU.C.
Career:

•

-

,

Other Interests: First black and first
woman elected treasurer of the
Democratic National Committee.
Served four terms as lhe D.C.
Democratic national rommittee woman.
Has been a mentbcr of the LcgaJ Aid
Society, Howard University Board of

Trustees and United Negro College
Fund .

I

Marital Status: Divoo::cd from former
0 .C. Council Chairman Arrington
Dixon. 'They have two daughters., Drew,
a student at Stanford University and
Aimee, a student at the Rhode Island
•
5chool of Desi

1971-1972; private Jaw prac1lcc,

.

. ~1973-1975; Ward l D.C Council
'
1membcr, 1975-1982; chairman, D.C
Counci~

1983 to present.

.Age~

'Ba.C~ ·A native Washingt0nian.

~ted in public

schools and
~-trom Dunbar High School. A
1955 graduate of Virginia Union
University and a 1958 graduate of Yale
University Divinity School.

career: Pastor since 1959 of the New
Betljel Baptist Oiurch. Appointed l;ly
Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. as chief of the
Sol\thern
Christian
Uadership
Conference's
Washington office.
Coordinator
of
the
Selma-to'
Montgomery March in 1965. First
appointed vice chairman of· the D.C.
Council, serving from 1967-69, ln 1970,
elected as the city's first non-voting
congressional delegate.

researched blood plasma and crea1ed
American Red Cross Blood Bank program.
Graduate of Roosevelt High Schoo~ holds
bachelor's degree from Oberlin College,
master's from HoJ..ard University and
doctorate in neuropsychology from the
University of Marylati.d.
Career: Conducted research on the
primate brain for eight years at NationaJ
lnslitute o( Mental Health. ln 1978, fin;t
elected to D.C. 'Council; has been reelected ~ times. Appointed .chairman of
council's Committee on Housing and
Eoonomic Development in 1981, on which
she legislated laws requiring bank\ doing
business in city to also invest 1n
underserved ~ of Di.strict.
Other
Interests: Chairman
or
Tiansplantatioo Committee of the
American Red cross; board of trustees of
Army national Health and Science
Museum; board of the Economic
Development Finance C.Orp; board of
United Negro College Fund; member or
All souls Unitarian Cburch; and an avid

Age: 47
Background:

Attended HerCtoma
FJementary School and graduated of the
same school as valedictorian in 1%1.
Served in the Air Force for six years and
studied at lhe University of Maryland
extension program. A graduate o(
GC<lrge Washington University: and its
Law Center.

dancer~

Marital status: Divorced. The mother of
two sons, Ernie. 28, and Peter, 26.

Oarlcc and they have one son Jeffrey,
15, and a fosier son Diaries, 11 .

Marital status: Divorced with three
children: Andree, a registered nurse . at
D.C. General Hospital; Jeannine, 1
communicalions student at Howard
University; and Maurice E., 1 police
cadec with Metropolitan Police.

'

assistant counsel and counsel to the
Senate )\nti-trust and Monopoly
subcommittee. In 1979, elected as atlar&e.. member of D.C. Council and has
~ three re-elections. He is also a
partner at Baker & Hosteller, the nation's
14th largest law finn.
Other Interests: Serves oo the board
or directors of the following groups: The
Washington Ballet; C.Ooccmed Gtiz.ens
on Alcohol and Drug Abuse Inc:.; the
Stoddard Baptist Home for senior
citizens.

'

Marttaf Status: Married Sarah La§lt, a
personnel specialist wilh Amtrak, in
1981. They have three children: Jonah,6,
l..aurcn.5, and Kimberly, 3.
••

,

By Tracy
HUl!Cp

sra•

'

M=> Temple 10, Shrine.

Career: Began with a clerkship to the
U.S. Court of Appeals; three years as

Marital Status:
Married Dorothy
Simms Fauntroy and they have One son.
Marvin, 25, and are adopting two boarder
babies.

Married Carole

Born

·
in Washington.

D.C. and was the fitsl ol sh children
born to Eliz.abelh and Maurice T. Turner
Sr. Studied law enforcemenc 1t
American University and later gr.Waled
from the FBI National Aoademy.
Career:
Marine C.Orps, 1954-1957.
Appointed orfioer, Metropolitan Polioe
Departmcn~ 1957; In 1971, promoted to
captain and assigned to Sth bistrict;
Promoted IO deputy chief in command ol
youth division, 1976; Promoted 10
assistant chief, 1978, heading
adminislrative services bureau; later
transfencd to ficld operations bureau..
Appointed D.C. 's 24th chief of police in
1981. Retired in 1989.
Other Interests:
Member Greater
Firsc Baptist O.urch in Nonhwest, his
childhood church. Member of the board
of direc1ors of Metropolitan Police
Boys' and Girls' Oub; member o( the
Washinglon Pig.mns Oub. A rimer
Mason. Fellowship Lodge 26 membeT ol

JOHN RAY

Other Interests: Founder and president •
of the National Black Leadership~
Roundt le. Member of the Kappa Alpha
Psi
ternity and a pa.st potentate of
Mecc Masonic Temple No. 5.

Washington.

•

WALTER E. FAUNTROY

Age: 54
Background:

J

Other Interests: Avid bicyclist and
a member of: Calvary BaptiSI Cllurch;
Washington Urban League; C:Olumbia
Lodge No. 85, Pigskin Club of

MarHal Status:

MAURICE T. TURNER
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The
200th
Anniversary
commemoratirtg
the founding of
Washington, p.c. kicked off its year·
· 1o~ng

celebration ~n July, as the
preeminent ctly in the world.
According to a release issued by the
D.C.
Corilmittee
to.
promote
Washington , the main purpose for the
bicentennial celebration is to invite
'residents from all over America to learn
about 200 years of l?C81, national and
international hisiory.
By acknowledging D .C.'s multicultural past, the celebration ilso hopes
to attract many cultures from all over the
country.
''Celebrate the city-discover the
world," is the slogan for Washington's
'
.
anniversary, which will include many
events designed to cater to residents of

•

I

'

takf

through April of 1991 and contains
many biStorical attractions for
metropolitan residents.
''This is the first exhibit for the 200lh
ahniversary. It traces the history of D.C.

.
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all ages.
''Starting in 1991, each year · will
commemorate
some
aspect
of
Washington's bicentennial history,''
said Tom Collier sixikesperson for the
' Committee. ''We hope that it will attract
people from all over the country and
bring them together," added Collier.
Many events have been planned in
order to mark the various historical
sigli"ts of O .C. The Historical Society of
Washingto.n, Jl,.C. is now in the process
of preparing a Church History
Workshop,. and s special editio n of the
Wkshington
History
Magazine,
according to the staff of the H istorical
Society.
Each activity will begin in January of
1991 and continue for one full year. The
National Archives is among the sever~!
associations and museums making
special preparations honoring the
anniversary.
''Washington by the_ ~onument,"
exhibit, is now one Or the ftrSt special
' g place in · d9wntown
attractioM
D.C.
The exhibit is being shown

..
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Shampoo / Blow-dry-curl
Wrap or Rod Set

$21.50

Touch-up

$35.00

'

Cuts

0

•

$9.50

•

$15.50

Colors
Sculptured Tips

' $40.50

· We specialize in hair weaving and braiding ·

•

..

Business Hours

Tuesday-friday
Saturday

10 a.m.- 8 p.m.
9 a.m.- 5p.m.

Open Sunday

10 a.m.-'4p.m.

'
•

'

•
and also Oisplays a collection of
One main goal of the celebration is to
artifacts and original documents," said unite all cultures. ''Each activity was
Phoebe Stein, public affairs specialist.
designed to give everyone a chance to
''The exhibit is especially good for learn about their culture,"
Collier
tourists and natives," added Stein·.
added .
The exhibit features one spe(fial
p~flle of the Sifax family, wh1iCh traces
.The calender of histo'rical events
its roolS as one of the fll"St free black range from the proclaiming of the exact
families in Washington.
federal district site, by George
''The Black Community has always Washington, to the annivers_ary of the
been an important part of D .C., and the · Jefferson Memorial . ·
Sifax predate the Civil War as residents
. ''We have launched an array of
of the District,'' said Qaudia Nicholson, activities in an effort to appeal to all
cw-ator. of the exhibit.
people,'' said Collier.

•
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HOWARD
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EVERY THURSDAY,AND FRIDAY

'

5914 Georgia Avenue, N.W.
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Washington D.C. 20011
202-882-7855
(off 70 bus line)
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benefit from these_ reforms.
Many African scholars

International Editor

With the new wave of Afrocentrism
sweeping across the campus, many
students are beginning to wonder when
the style and · rt-:toric of id~ntifying
·• oursel,,es with Africa will give way to
some aCtua1 pragmatic ways in which
we can fonn bonds between ourselves

have
themselves -suggested that African
economic refonns be structured in such
a way as to achieve self-sufficiency
instead of increased reliance on exports.
In this way; Africans could begin to
develop themselves withoul the

constant drain of an unjust involvement
in· the world economic system.
Why does all of this matter to

African-AmcricanS here at Howard?

Commentary

· George Bush and

and oui brothers and sisters who are
suffering not just in South Africa. but
across the continent.
If we inform ourselves about the
many problems facing African people
living on the continent tcx:lay and the
role which !he Western nations,
foremost amo"ng the United States, play
'
in these problems,
we will very quickly
'
come to see there
are many things which
we can do as African-Americans lo aid
our brothers and sisters on the continent.

We should be
011traged btJ s11ch
total disregard by
our own goventment
,, of th~ needs of our
people.
1

the U.S. Congress,

hav.e the al>ility and the power to forgive
much of the African debt .and put
pressure on the international lending
institutions to change their policies
towards African development. If Bush
really wants to -be seen as a friend of
African-Americans, this should be one
way for him to demonstrate it. But onJy
if we make it an issue on our agenda.
Another important issue is human
rights and democracy. Think' aboul ii,
your hard-earned tax dollars are going
to support brutal dictators such as
Mobutu of Zaire who are ruthlessly
exploiting your· . own brethers and
sisters, and you sit by and accept it.
Mobutu has made himself one of the
•
richest men in the woild with over S6
•
billion in his persoilal jfortune·, ·
Some of the worst l~aders receive the
most U.S. aid, while tPe more positive
ones who are attempting to
revolutionize their' societies for the
benefil' . of lhe • people are Jell
unsupported, · or even worse,

": :.,.---,,--------- cl ~ta:~~; ~ ~:etr:~~~~;is~~ 7~i
I

One of thy most persistent problems
facing Africa today is debt owed lo the
\Ves1em nations. Many countries owe
more on their debt than thcf could pay
even- if they d~icatcd their bntire gross
nati nal product to the caltse. African
co ntric s are at the mercy of
int rnational lending ~uti9ns such
as the World Bank a*d thiJntemational
nctaT)' FJnd .»"ho nWKlate certain
pOiiciet known aS structural adjustment
programs (SAPs) as a condition for
. the~' the necessaT)' money to
lending
pay off their ldebt.
These prpgrams require that the
_government in question drastically cut
food .\ subs idies,
government
emplO}'ment, -social services and other
expenditures designed to alleviale the
suffering of he people, These rcfonns
are designed] to make African expons
more compeitive in the world market,
but they largeJy ignore the question of

l-

disregard by our Own government of the
needs of bur people of the continent.
Finally, there 1is the issue of the lotal
amounts of U.S . aid to Africa and the
way in which that money is to be spent,
The _Congre~ional Black Caucus has
recerltly initi3ted the Mitke)' Leland
African and Caribbean Development
Act of 19'.Ai This Act would greatly
inaeasc U.~ aid to Africa (the foal is
$1 billion this year).
In adclitiqn.the Ad man'dates that the
aid be sperli in such a way that truly
-benefits the people, as opposed to the
tradition df only funding projects
conceived 1by Western ''experts'' ·with
no input from the people themselves.
Thc~e 3re ..many pressing issues
which Africa faces right now in which
we as African-Americans have a
potentially significant role to play. It is
only up to us to f.ulfill our
responsibilities and do our part in the
redemption of Africa.

Malcom Canion

There ~ a TC\:'olution brewing
across the continent of Africa,
Brutal dictators and undemocratic
leaders who have ruled many
African countries since the dawn of
independ~nce are finally being
shaken to their foundations. Not

News Analysis
only are the masses, ,fed up with
government ·corruption, nepotism
and mismanagement and inspired
by the democratic revolutions of
Eastern Europe, rising up from
below, but Wc:stem. aid donors, who
have traditionaily provided the
economic base of support for
Africa's worst neo-crilonial
regimes, are beginning to pull away
that support.
In Kenya, this summer's prodemocracy demonstrations have
rocked the regime of President
O!lflicl arap Mai and resulted in
scores of deaths and hundreds of
arrests, U.S, military aid to the Moi
regime has been suspended
indefinitely, After 8 months of civil
war, the 10-year .dictatorship of
Samuel K ~OQe in Liberia is on the
brink of collapse.
The governments of Zambia,
Ivory Coast and Zaire have all been
confronted with major prodemocracy
demonstrations:
Africa 's most notorious human
rights abuser, Mobutu Sese Seka,
has promised a free, multiparty.
p:>litiCal systei:n, although soon after
his announcement soores of prodemocracy demonstrators were
killed by govcn1ment forces.
Nigeria's military Wctators have
promised to hand-over the
go\•emment to a democraticall y
elected leadership· ia 1992;
Prcsidenl Heuphouet-lleigny of

•

Ivory Coast 1and the governments of
Zambi~ Angola and
ozambique have
all promised to allow opposition parties.
Other governments! under pressure
for change include
Cameroon,
Congo, Gabon and Ni r.
There are a number f causes behind
this African democra · upheaval, some
of them internal, while others as a result
of external forces.
Foremost among the \ causCs of
internal dissatisfaction witt the s,tatus
quo in Africa is the di al state of most
African debt-ridde
economies.
Throughou' the pas decade most
Africans have cxperic d a declining
standard of living anti strict austerity
measures imposed by international
lending institutipns sufh as the World
·Bank and the IMF a~ . a condition for
debt-relief have c?Lhlpounded the
suffering of the Af?can people by
driving up uncmplo)jment and food
prices.
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SIGN~UP

CULTY & STAFF
NS (CLASS A & B)
LES (CLASS A'& B}
5-44 ' 45·UP

,,....

: DEADLINE

AUG. 20th SE PT,
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FLAGBALL
HEN & WOMEN DIVISIONS
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HEN & W0HEN DfYISIONS
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FLAGIALL CHAl'l.PIONSHIP
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REGIST,RATION FOR ALL INTRAKU L ACTIVITIES WILL TAKE PLACE IN ROOM LL·)) ANO LL 137 IN THE
AMOUR J, IL.ACklUlH UNIVERSIT~ CENTER (RECREATION AREA) THE WEEK PRIOR TO AND U~ TO THE
DEADLINE DAT£. FOR ADDITION.Al- INFORHATION CALL HR. HERB THOMPSON INTRAMURAL COORDINATOR
ON 6)6•7116, 1 or 8 BETWEEN T E HOURS OF 9:00am •nd 12Noon.

To 11.p'p ly for these non-Federal positions, please
submit' an SF-171 Federal Application (available by
calling 287 -3563) to the following address:

General Motors is proud to be as ociated with your Campus intramural recreational sports and activit.ies.

'

CHllVROL T• PONTIAC •.OLDSMOBILa
BUICK· ADILLAC·DMC TRUCK

•

GM
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ThE: Smithsonian Institution is an EOE/ AA employer
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SPORTS

FALL ACTIVITIES 1990·91

CROSS CITY RUN: STUDENTS, FAC
STUDENTS·HEM ' wt>l'lEN OIVISI
AGE GROUP i7 .. z1t
FACULTY & STAFF HEN' WOMEN
AGE GROUP 25•3,, 35·44 • 'S

'

S,MITHSONIAN MUSEUM SHOPS
/ 600 Maryland Avenue, S.W. #295B
Washington D.C. 20560
Attn:
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ACTIVITIES
TENNIS TOURNAHENT: STUDENTS,
. STUOENTS·ltEN & ~O"EN DIVISI
SINGLES~ DOUBLES, KIXED DOU
FACULTY ' & STAFF AGE GROUPS
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governments· as bulwarks against the
spread of communism. and likewise
for leaders like Mengistu in Ethiopia
••
for the Soviet Union.
Bui wilh lhc absence of Cold War
competif ion for influence in the
African continent, some within the
West have begun to call for a new set
of priorities for aid to Africa. ~me
of the Western donor nations have
now made it known that in the future.
they will increasingly link their
African aid decisions to the degree of
respect for democracy and human
rights in the recipient changes.
Many African leaders have
responded -with charges that the
West is violating the sovereignty of
African nations by trying to enforce
•
0 oM-itkls
Western values on African societies.
II is undoubtedly ironic that the same
nations which once colonized Africa
refusing them their democratic
rights and then supported some of the
most undemocratic leaders on the
continent would now demand
democracy as a condition for
assistance .
But the call for democracy and
The number of African countries human rights is clearly coming from
which arc ruled by democratic means within the continent as well as from
can be counted on onc1hand: Botswana, without'. In February of this y,ear, a
Senegal and most recently, Namibia. As conference of primµily grass-roots
the suffering masses see Namibians African dcvC1opmcnt workers
•
gain independence and enjoy meeting in Arusha, Tanzania called
•
democratic rights, and even South for greater democratization. Even
Africa moving in the same direction, the Organization of African Unity,
they are growing increasingly impatient which consists of all the government
with their own lack of democratic:: on the continent, in its 26th annual
rights. Many see a gross concentration summit this July called for more
of wealth in the hands of a tiny mioority democracy in Africa.
of government elites, while the masses
The sheer QUmbcrs of people who
1
continue to sink deeper and deeper into have risked and even given their
poverty.
lives in so many c.ountries inWcates
On the other side, Western aid that the people arc determined to take
donors, who provide a significant control of their destiny. What
proportion of the annual budgets of remains to be seen is whether the •
many sub-Saharan African states, are governments will resisa the dimand ..
moving away from their support ' of for change throwing Africa into
undemocratic human rights abuserSi further violence and turmoil, or
primarily as a result of the end of the whether they will cooperate and
Cold War. Leaders like Mobutu in Zaire allow the development of African
have traditionally been seen by Western democracies.
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The SMITHSONIAN MUSEUM SHOPS,
with 10 locations in Washington, has
immediate openings for Full or ·
Part-time Sales Associates. We offer
flexible schedules, competitive
wages and convenience to Metro and
btts lines. Starting salary $5. 70 $6.25 per hour, experience in
retailpreferred but we will train.
Must be enthusiastic and ready to
worlt, Your benifits include a steady
paycheck and a shop discount.
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beach. One shopkeeper, the proprietor

of the second quarter, 1990, ''Profits''
publication.

one: idea
from his platform, the
Howardfest picnic/rally,
was
implemented~ He said, ''I think the1idea
of Africafest is very good. I'm just glad

Howard Johnson, an ·accounting

to see that the ideas that came from my

license , and because of th~ boycott,

computer specialist at HUSBDC who
has taken at least one class as part of a

Yirginia Beach is losing m !lions of
dollars."

destiny they really need to pursue

platform are still actually being taken
care of; and true leadership is one where
you can have the best ideas taken care of
no matter who is in office,?. Robinson
said.
Other individuaJs in attendancC for
Laborfesl noticed another relatively
new
sight-African-Amc~ican

entrepreneurship .''

shopkeepe" and vendo" who lined the

continued from pafe 2
Association, said that he's glad to see

program offered through SBDC, said
the program is ·• beneficial."
''I think it's important for students to

realize that in order to help their
community and take charge of their own

,

A9

of Dirty Rat's House, a. T·firt shop,
said that since opening in Junt, she has
been h~d by the virgir·a Beach
police department constantly.
Acco"rding to the owner, e police
were ''in almost 'ev'ery night a~d ~tved
me with a summons for a [ business

Special programs offered by SBDC
include: the construction management
course, the graduation ceremony, which
wasfeatured in the Vol. ·1s·No. 2 Edition

training, the SBDC distributes
publications. . Among publications
produced and di~ributed by SBDC are:
the Small B~siness Informalion
Directory, The Directory ~ of Local
Sources of Export Assistance, The
Small Business Management Training

THE HUTOP

Holiday ·

and Profits, a newsletter

about SBDC programs.

continued from page 2
on Thursdays in c;>ctober and the first
two Thursday·s in November.
Upon completion of all three phases,
students will rece~vc a certificate signed
by the Dean of Howard University's
School of BusinCM and the director of
the HUSBDC.
In additiol\ to counseling and

•

Thompson said this is g<fd news.
''We have hit them where it !h~rts the
most, right in the pockets, and that's
exadly what we wanted to c1o}••

"I don't think that while the~ may not

us there in the numbe

want

that we

were , I think they must be very
disappointed they aren't going to make

any money from this weekend and th"'°
merchants rely a lot on Labor Day
weekend;'' Thompson adde.d.
Students like Troy Hueyyou, a
sophomore ·in the School' of Business,
agreed with •Thompson when he said
•
''This is the genesis of the change in our
movement as people of African
descent.''
!'We arc now going to go 'Back to
Black' and I hope this will begin the
trend, but by the same token we arc
going to figure out ways to keep money
wi~hin our own community," Hueyyou
said.
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Every 90-minutes, the Coast Guard saves a life.
An impressive statistic from a small group of people
who also stop drug smugglers, protect the
en,..ironment and more. As a member of the
Coast Guard, these opportunities become your
opportunities-right away. The day you join,
practice is over and you're on!
So if you want action and you 're looking for a
chance 10 do something imporlant, lake a look al
America's smallest armed force.
The U.S. Coasl Guard.
Be Part of the Action!
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.Saturday, Sept. 29, 8pm
Constitution
Hall
18th and C st. N.W., Washington DC
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Check your campus bookstore or HP
retailer for HP's range of t'31cu lat<)rs
and special back-to-school offers .
Then check out the calculators tl1at
are years ahead of their class.

.~

ii.
~·

There •is a better way.

~i
r.

F//jjW .HEWLETT

ii

To charge by phone call 1-800-543-3041

-

"!'
i.!
ii
ii

Ttekels on sale at all Ttelle!Centeroullets induding .n Hecnt Company 1\0l"es, American UniY.
(Betlder ~). Uni¥. ol w.ry'9nd (Studen! lhon). MaMn Center (Geotge Washiogton I.kW.) and
au ftekelrori outlets~ most Woodie$, selected Sears slofes and Towerllto:ltds.
•
Con&l~ution Hal bo• oftioe ope11S 111 12 noon tha d&f ot 1how on~.

'

The HP 48SX calculator is so advant>e<I,
it'Will change the way you solve J>rublems forever: It integrates graphics
with calculus, lets you enter equations
U., Way you write them, and docs
atitomatic unit management.

•
~

•''I/You Don't Know
Mt By Now''
•''Sara.final''
•''Grazing in the Grass''

' .

•

With over 2100 built-in functions, 1.1t.1r
new HP 48SX Scientific Expandable
, calculator lakes a quantum leap i11to
the 21st century. Buy an HP 48SX
between August 15 and Octotx.'f 15,
1990, and HP wiU send you a free
HP Solve Equation Library C'dfd (a
199.95 retail va1ue).
•
The plug-in applicatio11 card a,lone
contains more than 300 science and
engineering equations, as well as
the periodic table, a constants' library,
and a multi-equation sol\'eT. It's like
J;taving a stack of reference books rigl1t
at your fingertips.

'

•''Shakin' the .Tree '' f\
•''Set''

'•··

I

The new HP 48SX and
a free 'library card' c i
get you there.

Yo~u
•

•
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For additional infonnation and to ·
mafe reserevations please ·contact
Ms~! Portia Fuller at 806-2900
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Prospective Student Search
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Do you ~know of someone who wants to attend Howard and needs
an application or other info1·1nation? H so, call us (806-2900) or
stop by the office, Room G38 Johnson Administration Bldg.
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Pizza ,Hut\ wins taste test

•

•

Students say Domino's taste doesn't deliver
ay· Dartlne Dagger
Hilltop

51'1f

'

Repa1s<

More than .150 Howard University
students rated Pizza Hut as champion

over Domino's _ Pizza for flavor,
aesthetic appeal, and menu variety in a
survey conducted by the Hilltop.
Students were asked to evaluate the
two local pizz.a chains for attributes
such as taste, nutritional value, price
and delivery.
Eighty-five percent of the students

surveyed gave Pizza Hut a good- toexcellent rating for a ''fresher, tastier
pizza with a healthier portion of
toppings.''
Domino's Pizza was described as
''gummy,'1 ''greasy," and ''cardboard
like ."

Domino's llmlted delivery area llsted as one of students complalnts.

PHOTO av KEITH DORMAN

.,

Students favored Pizza Hut 's meat

,

lQ~c rs

pizza, pepperoni pizza,
vegetarian specials, and an appetizer
featu~ng wann breadsticks dipped into
a spiCy Italian tomato sauce.
''Don' t knock it until you've tried
it,'' said Mikel Husband, a liberal arts
student wh'ose favorite is Pizza Hut's
Pine'apple and Canadian bacon pizza.
Sixty percent of the students said
they thought pizza was nourishing, but
were uncertain of the nutritional value
of pizza served at Pizza Hut's and
Domino's ' restaurants.
''We have been told that the pizza is
nutritional," said Kerri Cape s, a
Domino's manager at 1700 Columbia
Rd. N.W .

Capes said students interested in
nutritional content may call 1-800DOMINO'S.

'

'

Ave. N.E. said, '' I can almost guarantee
our pizza is 99.9 percent nutritional."
However, many students surveyed
were more concerned with delivery
ove r nutritional value. Domino's
defeated Pizza Hut in the service
category as 65 percent of the students
said that Domino's had better delivery
service.
Walih M\lhammcd, a senior in the
school of Education said, ''Pizza Hut
~as the better taste, but Domino's
pro·mises delivery in thirty minutes or
less. You can't beat that."
A few students complained that the
Domino's location at 333 Hawaii Ave.
N.E. refused lo deliver to Howard
University and its dormitories.
''Delivery is important," said Shonda
Evans, a Howard Senior. ''Sometimes

•

•

Jn addition, Sam Nwagbo, Pizza

Hut

manager at 1544 Rhode Island

see PIZZA page 2
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Howard stude1;1ts find answers in Islam
.

'

By Kimberly COieman
and Kamal Hams /

J

HUllop Slaff Reporters?

Many people have seen the
young men in suits and bow ties,
standing on the comers-selling the
'
Final Call ' newspapers.·
No, they
arc not well-dres.<jed paper bo)'S.
They are the f~lowers of the
Nation of Islam, \.\'ho have devoted
their Jives t0'. stud)'ing the teachings
of the ~ _Honorable
Elijah
Muhamn1ad .
The follo\.\·eis or Muslims of the
Nation of ls!<tm bclie,,e in one God
whose name is Allah.
Their
lessons come .from the Holy
duaran, which · consists of the
scriptures of all propl1c,_l'i of God.
Muslims follow a strict ooe meala-day diet and arc not allowed to
wear shorts or tank tops. They also
do not celebrate Christian holidays
such as Christmas or Easter.
Because !\.1uslims lead such
disciplined lives, many people
1

•

perceive them ~as hying extreme man, ' I'm going to do something that
radicals.
,
makes me a man."
Garfield Brjght, a Howard
Garfield admits when he first
University senior from • Boston, is a announced to his family thal he was
follower of the Na-tion of Islam. going to become a Muslim, they were
Garfield decided to become a MUslim very confused. ''They thought they
after seeing how peaceful ·and serene were losing their son to some kind of
other men1bcrs of the Nation of Islam cult." But after viewing the positive
were with their \i\'es.
,
changes in his attitude and lifestyle, his
''That extra light that I w_anted to be parents ha\•e now accepted his decision.
a part of and I cou ldn' t gel ii no other Garfield says his friends, who also were
way other than Islam," sa)'S Garfield.
once skeptical, are now proud of him.
Garfield says becoming a Muslim
''I ~I like the)' appreciate being
has given him mbrc focus in' his life and around m.t now that I'm doing
has helped him become more in touch something pa;itive," he said.
with himself. He has stopped drinking
One such friend is Darnell Dinkins,
and vows not to engage in fomica~ also a member of the Nation of
until after he is nianicd.
.
Islam. -. •
''Being in the Nation of Islam makes
Darnell Dinkins • a senior at Howard
)'OU more mentally oriented as opposecf
Uni~ersit)'., says he was inspired to join
to~ being pl1ysically or material! ~ the Natioh of Islam after studying the
oriented,'' says Garfield. · He Sa)'S teachings of Malcolm X.
making the changes in his lifestyle were
Because Darnell grew up in a
not hard once he set his mind to it . ··1 female-dominated household, Malcolm
just tell myself that no matter how much X was the first positive male figure he
positive reinforcement my peers are could look up to. ''He made me seek and
giving me for an act that makes me 'the strive toward being a positive, righteous
•

I

man," says Darnell.
Darnell believes the Nation of
Isla m has helped hi m gain
knowledge of self and he feels ,
mentally and physically stronger.
His new sp~rituality has made him
closer to Allah when before he had
no rehl concept of God.
•'J fell in love with Gcxl because
he manifested a piece of h(mself in
me, and 'I learned of his
manifestations
through
the
Honorable Elijah Muhammad."
Darnell says he now view things
as a test of character and selfdcvelopment, and to p~ these tests
you must have faith that AJlah is
there for you.
When asked what was the m~
difficult sacrifice to give .up Darnell
replied,'The sisters!'' But he sa)'S
the teachings of the Honorable
Elijah Muhammad have taught him
to appreciate the Black woman's
internal and external beaut y.

see ISLAM, page 2
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Kenya Abdul·Hadl and Jonah Oemvara

'
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Hilltop Staff Reporter
•
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Funky Joint
fever hits
Howard

.,
'

'

;ey

Richard Flowers
and Melanle Brdous

HUl!op Slaff Reportera

,

•

Beginning \.\'ith their '' Back to
Howard FUnk y Joint Super Jam ''
concert this Saturd'ay night, the Howard
·University, Campus Pals are hoping to
expand inlo a more diverse orientation
program .
Phil Suggs, president of the
organization said, ·•we are campus pals
all day and all year, not just when we're
weiring the campus p:il t-shirt."
In past years, the campus pals haVe
limited their progr:1m of events i tO
conventional activities for the incoming
freshman sucl1 '1:5, gettin·g to know 'the .
camplfs pals-, freshman mixer, trips to ·
Kings Dominion, and th_c dating game.
Their goal has always been ' to
welcome the new freshman clas.s, orient
them to the campus as well as oollege

Poor Righteous Teachers
life by being role models, sponsoring
·'· .
campus tours and ~6-l'ding social events.
The ''Back to Howard Funky Joint
Super Jam'' concert will feature the
Poor Righteous Teachers, whose hit
single ''Rock this Funky Joint," has
swept the rap industry by stonn.
Also featured in the concen will be
Special Ed and The Brotherhood.

Spacial ED
Special Ed's first hit was duting the"
summer of '89 entitled, ''I Got it Made."
Kwame will also appear in the show
and is known for his swirl of blond hair
in the front of his head, his love for
polka·dotted ''club-styled'' clothes, and
unigue brand of rap.
The groups were selected to perfonn
by Danis Heath, chairwoman of campus

pals; Philip Suggs, vice-chairman;
Howard Lindo, busines.s manager; and
Kim Lee, correspond~g secretary.
The groups were chosen because of
their message, which is positive and
rarely just miscellaneous words put to a
beat, and because they serve as positive

see JOINT page, 2
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StudJnts
open
new
.I
resturant: · Sahara's
By Aisha Beckett

Kwema

•I

Sahara's, a new restauiant and club,
is the result of the ambitiQp and hard
work seen in so ' many '· Howard
University students. It is own~ and
operated by· two currently eii.rolled
Howard students: Kenya Abdul-Hadi,
from Phila4elphia, Pa. and .Jonah
Denivard, fro_!Jl Long Island, N.Y.
August 31, marked the grand
ope ning of the restaurant which is
located at 1940 9th St. N.W. Howard
student, Dave Foreman had good
feelings about the restaurants success.
''I sense strong, positive vibes so I think
this place will do very well," Foreman
said.
The restaurant consists of two floors
with accomodations for eating on both.
Afroce ntric paintings, as well as
pictures of Jazz musicians, deoorate the
walls, and the table clothes are made of
Kcnte cloth. A bank of green plants
across the oounter are in view for
patrons as they enter, and Hip-Hop and .
Reggae are the types of music provided.
'
Sahara's specializes in Caribbean,
Ethopian, and Italian pasta dishes. The
prices range from S5 to $9 dinners.
''Smothies'', a naturaJ fruit drink made
with fruits and crushed ice, have already
become a favorite of patrons.
After a raUy on Howard's campu.s,
Saturday, September 1, a large crowd of
people visited the restaurant. 1lle most
popular dishes on the menu that evening
were the cury shrimp dinner and the stir
fried vegetable dinner.
Both were
served over rice, with a tossed salad,
fried plant.ans, and bread and butter.
H.U. sudcnts, Audra Jeffers and
Donna Wells, are among several friends
of the owners, who volunteer their

'

services as (X)()ks, waiters, waitresses,
and dishwashers. 'This exemplifies the
unity needed for the succcs.s of a Black
business." said Atxlul-Hadi .
During an average week at '. the
restaurant, a variety of entertainment
will be provided. One night will be set
aside for 1he playing of jazz and poetry
readings. Another night an open mike
will be provided, giving customers the
opportunity to perform !heir talents, .whether it be a song, a dance, or a
comedy 'routine .
A
stage
for
ente rtaining
performances as well as a small dance
floor is located on the second floor.
Customers who do not wish to see live
entertairunent or ·dancing -during their
meals have an option of dining on the
first floor.
Abdul-Hadi and Denivard raised
funds to open the restaurant by sllling l>
beaded neck.laces, bracele!,5. e~ings,
and anklets 1bat they made themselves.
They also received outside financial
assistance ~ from family and friends.
"For all the brothers·Martin, Marcus,
Malcom, Elijah Muham£nad, ·Haile
Salasi, Kwame N'Kruma, Minister
Farrakhan," said Denivard, ..We now
strive to maintain and uphold black
eoonomic self-sufficiency. All praises
due to Allah."
Many people had the opportunity to
sample a few of Sahara's special di.shes
during the swnmer. By providing
public with meals; public opinion was
elicited and customers were established
'
prior to the restaurant's opening.
The success of the new rcstawant
and club depends greatly upon how well
it is accepted by the Howard
Community .

•
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Ka,nal Harris and Kimberly
Co/e,llOn COlllribuled to t11is story.
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Pizza

Hut's delivery seivices, complaining of

pagy

from
you just can't pick it up ," said Evans.
Capes said that the Hawaii Ave.
store could not promise delivery
because of a 14 mile distance to the

HOward area and an advisory from
District police to discontinue service
because of . hazardous conditions to
drivers. However, Capes said that
Domino's is grateful for the tremendous
support from Howard students and

\

announced that there are plans for a new
location at Fourth and Rhode Island
Ave. N.E., that may be permitted to

•

de1iver to the Howard University area.
Students were ..-frustrated with Pizza

Islam
fiom page 1

r

•

waiting up to 1 1/2 hours for a single
pizza and ' refusals to deliver on campus.

I

''Pizza Hut has excellent pizza, but
they rely on their reputation and give

haphazard service," comme•d Ivan
K. Hopkins, a sophomore in the School
~

Student Lisa Warren said, '' If Pi7.Z3
Hut put more emphasis on delivery,
students would order more frequently."

'•

•

•

•

I

Cornelius . Williams, a Pizza Hut
assist:lht manager at 4205 Georgia Ave.
N.W. said, ·~we don't have enough
drivers and are currently recruiting in
hopes that a $5 to $14 per hour salary
will peak interest. We're working on it.''

Because vve're looking for hard-v.orking, innovative achievers who vvant to build a promising future with 11s. V\e're Household International, a $28.5 billion financial services company with businesses
in consum~r .finance, consumer banking, commercial finance and
.
insurance.
••
vvotch for us on campus. V\e're the ones
with the great opportunities for your future.
•
Consult the placement office for the ., date, place and time.

thinking .
Terence says he now
communicates on a different level and
he feels he has a better understanding of
Black people. '' I have much deeper
thoughts and ,Islam makes n1e interested
in studying, bettering m) se lf and the
community. I have direction, purpose,
and my nature back."
All of ltre brothers stressed the
importance · of Black people loving·
themse lve s, each other and being
unified as a people.
''Time is an
important issue in our society t6day.
Our actions ha\'e 10 coincide with what
time it is and that elen1ent of "'time is
about to end. So brothers we need to
start waking up and seeing what time it
is.''

•

}

''When a brother': is trying to do
•
son1ething positive i't is hard not to fall
into traps. But it is all just a test of
Allah," says Darnell.
One facet of the Islamic religion that
is imponant to Muslims is to always
respect and protect the Black woman.
•
Garfie ld and Darnell both agree the
.
•
Nation of Islam has made theffi View
women on· a higher level. They now
refer to Black \\'omen as sisters and
•
ma ' am as a sign of respect. 1
~ TerCnce Broussard, a seriior
•
·hiajoring id mathematics. agrees that ·
Aislui Becke1t1 "co11tribu1ed to tl1is
bn1ing a Muslim changed his way of story
·-~--~~~-~~~-,-~~----,r
A ~~~~
- ·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'--~~--.
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HOUSEHOLD .INTERNAT IONAL
.

\

...,______________________....,______
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'
black
role models for youth.
Chosen from a broad liSt of rappers
sllch as r-..t.C. Hammer, Michelle ', and
Big Daddy Kane, the thrCe,....groups bring
a mes.sage . or- reality the,. campus pal
organization believes the black
comn1unity needs to hear. , ~
'The rappers were chosen because of
their good tastes and the positive
mes.sage they deliver,'' Suggs said.

•

'
•

The concen will bt the first of i~
kind to be held ·~ a t Cramp ton
Auditoriwn . The Campus Pals extend
th~ir appreciation to Mr. Ralph Olnes,
the genera) manager of Crampton.

•

The ' 'Bqck to Ho\\!ard Funky Joint
Super Jam'' which is ~ing produced by
Dynasty International and pron1oted by
the Campus Pals is scheduled for
tomorrow Septen1ber 8. 7 p.m.. at
Crampton Auditorium .
Genera) Admission is $15.50.

!\
IntnxlucingA18if
Student Saver Plus.
year itU be easier to
get through oollege. Because
A1&T has put together a
program of products and

long distance.
fur free.
Movies. Videos.
Andmore. l
fur less.

\

servkes that c.m save }UU
money. Whether you live on

assistance for
one weekend a monlh•

•

60 miti.utes of

~ This

fo&fr years of college

I' I t •,

or off campus.

just by choo.sing any Stu·
dent Saver Plus pmgram, youll

You 're on your way to college. Ar1d ~'Ou " re
looking for a part-time job to help you pay for
it. Join the Army Natiooal Guard! For about
two days a mooth and two weeks a )'ear. you "ll
y.rork a part-ti~e job that makes a differe11ct'.
'bu "ll be efigible for up to $5.000 in edu·
cation assistance with the
r>1ontgomery GI Bill. And. dur·
ing the course of your six-)·ear ,...,.,....,..,
enlistment. you"ll also earn a
~= I
minimum salary of Sl 1,000.
Joir1 the Army National Cuard

I

Ii
•

•

get up to 00 minutes of free long
distance calls. 'lbull also get a
free a:>upoo booklet good for
,

savings all
around - .town.

today! Call

(202) 433-5142

•

.
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Americans a/
their best.

Gabrielle Krosle< • Skidmore Olllege • Class of 1991
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You don't net'd
to wait till spring
to get a break.

.•

With the rfI&T
Out' America

-

Gill.from

Ran", youll get s3vings

anywhere to
"" anywhere.

24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. lnduding 2596 off·

our already low
evening prices~

•

'' ''
.

l

Well give you a
free $&T Calling
Cani, even if you
do<i't have a phone.
So youll be able to•
make a call from
almost any phone and
have it billed tc;> Ji?U,
wherever you live.
•

•

•

'
•

•

Tu eruoll in the AJ&T Student Saver
'Plus programs.that are right for you, or to .
get the best value in long disraoce servire; ·
-. call us. They just might be the most
profitable electives you11 ever take.

1800 654-0471 Ext.1230

•

-
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SEN I ORS and UNDERGRADUATES
•

•

Undergrad\Jates w i 11 be ph otographed September
4-7, September I 0-14, 10:00 a.m . to 6 00 pm.
Blackburn Center, Music Listening Room .
Seniors will be photographed Sep t ember 17-21,
and Sept~mber 24-28, IO 00 a.m. to 6 00 p.m.
Blackburn Center, Music listening Room .
I

'

•

•

Keep your
roommates
in line.
Well separate '
your long distance
calls from your room·
mates' calls wiih
;fJl';I' Call Manager'.
And weU do it for free.
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Seniors cari cal I
1-800-222-8182
for an app ointment
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XIBa: Helping make
collegeiite a little easier.
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Howard pro essor scheduled
to speak on blacks in Europe

•

.,

•

By Darrell Winston Hiii

' '

Hilltop Staff Aeporter

-

''It's · Barry
.territory, you
can 'ti. unravel
it overnight''
•

•

,

' '.
.
.,.e11tina

By

•.

After returning from a trip in
Montego Bay, Jamaica, Mayor Marion
Barry made an appearance last we'ek on

•

campus honoring the newly arinounced

mayoral

candidate

and

"

Ca'pitol

0

...

ceremonies at Blackburn Center.

''Its been fabulpus and great,'' he

.

Said as he spoke to The Hilltop about the

'

. to
The mayor was al the reception
support , Cox, who was credited for
reporting fairly and accurate!)' on his
trial.
'' I think ii is important that she runs,
she can raise certain issues and heighten
consciousness,"

students as -they appeared

surprised ,

when he stepped out of a black ·
limousine and walked into the Armour

J. Blackbum Center.
'1ie looks better, he feels better and
he 's acti~g better. I can see- greater
things oul of Barry as a council riiember.
He has knowledge and experience to
offer," said Reverend Robert Hamil}on,
mayor's advisor and religious council.
~ Its Barry territory you can't unravel it
.overnight," he stated
Hamilton was asked about Barry's
mental and physical state regarding his
decision to run for office.
He stated, ''Its heallhy since he has a
lot,of cnergy,,strength and more wisdom
than ever to 2ivc. ''
. '"The prayers of the people have
strcngth.;:ned him. The black man
supports him and the religious
community supports him with a
commitme~t and dedication," ·he adds.
Cox had filed a petition with the
United Nations against the United
·States
goverrtnent
involving
allegations of several violations of
Mayor Barry's human rights .in the
midst the ·FBI Sting operation al the

l
'

,

•

Dr. Blakely Is director of the Uberal Arts
as I could and understand thin~ better,••
he said.'
At the present time Blakely has
acquired a different ambition.

'

'' I would like to apply. some of,.the

.

Silve~

·

.

People Editor'

Vista Hotel which subseq1;1ently led to
his arrest.
When asked her reasons for entering
the mayoral clect1ions, Cox said that
Barry should have been a mayoral
1
candidate.
'
''He's the person to do it. He has been
purified. He's ·thC man that can
connect," she said
Cox expressed thal without ,:Jarry in
ihc mayor's ras;c she had ~o other
a1temative than to run as a c:lndidatc.
''I'm going·to have to do it," stte' stated.
''I think the candidates that are
funning will do anything to win, they
will not tell the trulh as it relates to the
crisis that we face in this country. They
arc ' playing games with_one anqthcr to
win the scat of Mavor. Whether or not
I become Mayor, I'm going to win. I can
win by just telling the truth," Cox stated
She said that mayoral candidates
were not addressing the real issues
facing African-Americans and that they
ignored these issues in order to promote
their own political interests. C.Ox also
labeled t!te practices of these candidates
as immoral and. negligent

.

1

~ ::;~;; ~d :C~g~e:;t~~~a~

times with applau:;e from a festive
crowd.
'' African-An1erican newspapers have
been a vehicle of truth and Mary Cox
has added a mighty voice," Barry stated
as he had spoke to the audience.
''She is a -revolutionary. We worked
together a lot on Jackson 's presidential
campaign and raised the conscious level
of our people," he had added.
Other supporter.; of Cox and Barry
addressed tl1e guests, combined of local
African-American newspapers and
prominent church •officials.
'"The pen is n1ightier ·than the sword
and its never been more admirable than
when she wrote for the Capital
Spotlight. She dared lo be different, she
tnld the truth, defyin~ the mass media of
the country," said Judge H~rry T.
Alexander.
'.'She can't be brought. She won't tell
lies.'' he added
· Alexander also noted Barry's
contribution to J,he Black press. '' The
mayor helped us gq all over the world.
All of us were there when the black
press went all over the world our papers
made the headlines of the world," he
said.

-

April Silver, 1990-91 Howard
University Student Association
(H.U.S.A) president reflected upon her
years at Howard during a recent Hilltop
interVi.ew. The 22-year-old expressed
concern toward the miseducation of
blacks and said support systems "need to
b_e established throughout the
communities and schools.
She remembered ilie friendships and
ties she had established si.J)ce freshffian
year. Thooe bonds bad been important
for her personal . growth. She spoke
highly of her membership within a
progressive Afrocentric organization
called Black NIA Force on campus.
" It has been yery rewarding and
very instrumental beyond words.The
commitment and support of members
and longtime friends has been
overwhelming. The spirit of the groop
has been a lifesaver to me,'' Sil".er said
She also found a toe of role models
within the faculty. Silver re~ts the
friendship of Ethelburg Miller.'' He was
one of the first professors who
encouraged me." She named Estelle
Taylor of the English Department and
Ron Walters. of the Political Science

'

. "No, but I think the KKK
marching in 1Washington shows
the true sidEf of. the Reagan and
Bush administration. These
administrations have been apart
of the most destructive period for
blacks since they arrived 4P0
years ago.

''My favorite book would be the

Bible. Surprisingly, though, not
because of its religious- implications.
But, because of "its breadth of subject
matter, the human Mpirations it deals
with and its utility in understanding the
themes that stretch through out the
hisl:ory of Western Gvilization," said _.
Blakely.
He has recently completed a book,
titled The Image of Blacks in the l>Jtcb
World:
Color
Prejudice
and
Modemiz.ation, which has taken 12
years to write.
Coming out of a different generation
of college students, he has another · ·
perspective toward · the current
generation enrolled in college. ·
"I think that my generation was more
disciplined and more idealistic than
today's young adults," be said.

department also as positive influences. surc •t!ill ylnm;elf is correct before
''I have met :11 lot of good friend.$ pointing fimgers," she said.
'
qSince I have been on campus. I respect
Silver also offered advice tc.
them all very much, '' she said.
fresh~n. ''Take nothing for granted
Silver expressed her intentions to and you won't be fooled Aa:ept
continue to be politically active long . nothing without question . Ask
after graduation. ''I want to be active in questions and challenge authorities
organizing and working in causes with respect,'' she said.
concerning Black people," she said. ·
''Ask questions that will stimulate,
Her parents are .credited for instilling be analytical and critical· of situations.
within her a strong racial identity and Be serious about work and then have
consciousness. '' My parents have time to play. Somet.imes there can be a
always supported and encouraged a little too much interest on play," Silver
high degree of self worth. They admitted.
....
provided concrete things like books
"Even though it may be frustrating at
about our history, '' she said.
times, stay in and make the best of
- Silver was asked, what role she felt Howard.••
black women should take in shaping the
Silver stressed that students should
future of Black America. She strongly not go back to Virginia Beach but
advocated AfriCan-Arnerican women become part of an alternative, one
unifying with African-American men. which targets culturally enriching
''If a black woman is going anywhere activities toward blacks.
she cannot leave the men behind. She
''We spend milliom of dollars to
should be side by side with African- merchants who have no interest to give "
American men. A lot of times attitudes back money, we need to pull our
stop us from working with each other. resources together and become selfWe have to be committed to resolving reliant,'' Silver said
our problems. · If there is too much
(This was the continuation of the
luggage and bitterness .problems will April Silver story which ran ...(n WI
not be resolved," she said
Friday's issue.)
Yet , Silver found it necessary for ..
women to seek self improvement.
''Make sure your own house is intact Be •

'

,.,drlan Barrett, 20,
Senior
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La Tease, Brooks. 21, ·
Senior

"No, I don't. Ifs not
accomplishing anything and its
done . nothing but cause
violence in the past"

·.

"I donl like what they think
but, I think they have a right to
say what they want, just donl
' pay attention to It Personally.
they should stay home be quiet
•
and crawl u~th a rock.•

•

,
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Jeffrie Toney, 23, '

'

"No, because I don't respect
what their Organization is about.
On one hand they have a right to
dq what 1""Y want. I wish they
wouldnl but what can we do?
When I was 12, I saw a picture of
· six black men hanging by their
necks. It made me feel very
I ,
angry."

•

.

Detenla Gibbs, 19,
Sophmore

'

'

prog1m1•

SPEAK OUT

Maurice Use, 22,
Senior

'

Ho~

reflects upon CJ!ffPOW~ent

By OUentlna JohMOll

I

Junior

~
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•
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"The government should
not allow the KKK to march.
They wouldn't le~ black
organization such as the Black
Panthers march. There ls
freedom of speech but that Is

Daryl Wiison, 21,

Junior

-....".

-

racist Its· a violation of our

rights."
•'· J

·1 feel that It Is (messed) upll
Yes, I wil be there."

•

/

•
•

,
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SHOULD THE KLAN BE ABLE TO MAROI IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL?

' ..

-

'

he stated.

Attention was focused on Barry by

'

\

support of the con1munit)' during his

~I

•

G

Spotlight columnist Mary Cox, during

trial.

•

knowledge I have gained front _-a
As a profes.wr and director of the lifetime of study I guess you could 'Say
university l.Jberal Arts H~ors .Program that I want to be able to spend some time
he says, that others .perceive
. th , al wor Id' .1.oraw
,
hil "h st 1 d
r: · him
.ddto bed mere
e, e ae.
''ov~rly serious, quiet, au min 7 a~. After attending ' Oregon State
having a sense of humor, somettmes.
U .
.
d h u ·
·t
f
·
.
otbe
oold
n1vers1ty
an
t e
n1vers1
y
o
''I am noc as qu1e1 as
rs w
.
.
Oregon in his undergraduate years,
think. However, I am more of a reactor Blak 1
t studies
1 t d his ·graduae
. ..
,, h add d
ey compee
than an initiator, c
e
h e u n1vcrs1ty
· · of ca1·r
·
'de
f
at
t
1 orn1a,
A native of Al abama an d rCSl nt o Berkeley. Before Blakely came to
Oregon and. Norlhcrn California, Howard he was teaching at Stanford
Blakely grew up entering college with University.
an ambition {o learn.
When he was asked about his taste in
''I had a· ·voracious appetite for
finding liter)iture to read he gave an
learning and I wanted to learn as much
interesting resJX>rSC·

month.

Johnson

People Editor

J

''My teacher told me that in order to
find happiness in life, I should aspire to
a good digestion and a bad memory. My
superior officer suggested that if I
wanted to do well' in life that I should
learn to keep my mouth shut and my
bowels open. for ·good or bad I was
never able to follow either piece oi:_
advice," reflected Allison Blakely,
professor of European and Comparative
History at Howard.
,
Professor Blakely felt this was the
best advice 11-nyone had ever given to
him; he received it from an English
professor in college and a superior
officer in the service.
PHOTOS BY lA'l.-RENCE W. JACl(S()N r
Blakely has been a professor at
(Above) Barry appeared at Blackbum Center last Thursday
'
. Howard University for 20 years.
He is
whera ha praises Mary Cox as strong mayoral candidate.
scheduled to appear within the
(Below) Onlookers show support for the mayor•
Smithsonian Institute 's Resident
Associate program on ''Exploring the
African Diaspora; The Black Presence
in Europe." He will begin the series of
four lectures - at the Smithsonian this

•
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•
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T.fE CLIJEtESS M~:S GtJil>E lo INTERPRE'TiN{t ,'REJf:C1iON L•t.JES!. .

,

"PtlRASE•

I

•

Fl K':iT C?l<-~DE
L~'L !3.l.ACK f3ooK WILL

IM ~RPRt'lliliOf4•

I

"WHEN ~ELL FREEZES OVER! "
"l'M!<El'Tii.14- A tbLICEMAN!" I
"l'M NoT T>lAT 'DRUNK! ·
" W~AT'S T..tAT AWFUL SMaL "
" I MATE ALL MEN!"
" (io, OR l'LL UNLEAS!l M'J 1'11&JLL!" " 'IOU Loof( Lll(E YoDA/"
"I KNoW KARAT£!"
"D IE! PIE! DIE 1 DIE! PIE! ]>1
" l'M LEAV1N(.f BEFORE I T..tll

"T~AT' DEPEND5I!"

I Go FOR A MAN IN UNIFORM/"
"BuY ME A ·~1NK! ''
1
~I REALLY NoToCE \buR AFTERS!jAvf/"

TO 1--\awAl<..b

" TEACH Mc lc#E!"

B.ELONGJ

"I LIKE l'Cr!l!'
'
"AREN'T You A MOVIE STAR?'
" l'M INTO DOMINATION!"
t
'l'M (ff'TT1Nl.f EXCITED!"
f
"COME ON· LET'S I.to 10 MY PLAC£!" 9

'

I ·) I

-

Nlllt 111t10 RAV

:

'l
' ) . _.i.

•

--

.

MAKE. TllE1R·

•

i,1 A'i To :rK

.A'P'iRl ME.ltT,

C RANBf~RY

PRilJKS YIJIJ

p~o8A8LY WON'T SEE
'

l.G.1J'11>

CRAN·

lptfal

GRAIE f!VIT

CIWl·Sft\H

[DRY]

'.1: •lilll:·

Willf(.

•

lttlJllTllLIJ
((on1il l1•el) Jll·46SJ
•

Colloo kn~ double breoslod jCHket

Cotton knil leggi1t91

Slll.00
S61.00

Authentit Sude Jockel'I

S l~S .00

Nout!ta Ou!erweor

5120.00

Sl00.00

••

S2S.OO

I

ftfti}Nf fi}1f

e;:J
F1111 l11u1

l.t loff1s.t

O'GoHUS

(Me12oni11e Level) lll M'.140

(CollCI! lewel) ]JI. ~378

((anol Le1el) 3421247

Cowol weai (4acks, blo1ers, tte shim)

SUI to S100

Do1t T •tSS OUI
1

5ATUIDIY1 S1rTiMlll 15, 2 P.M.

S61 .SO

8ktnk Joo1nok/Notebooks

S\, ,001oSSJ.OO

lay BGn Wayfarer II

5".7S

SS7.00

!MStrttl

BGbeNe & Portne11 Wllid toMon 1weote~

s.42.00

S!lttlt bloie~"' llpeft
& -.hi\key

~' mndord silt

SI S.00

Twin Duve! 1o•tr1, aH cotton

S36.00

tM StrH1 Lt•tll Jll-4tm

Slt.00 to Sl 3t.OO

SI 19.00 lo 5279.00

•

fll

'

ltflya bog1

Reg $355, Sole S1~ 9.00

.. .
NOJEY

greot lor boolo.1

I

519.00

Hand embroidered lee -.hirts

l.111m Of LOlllOll

f111 S11un1 lu11

{W'IWonlin lel't!J lll Jiil

!Canal LlvelJ JJ/.93'1

Comfor1oble Jiffy JbR'lptli
Uniq\111 toNon ~rint 11e-s

Sl 2.00

520.00

Slta.oo

I/6 rt. diamood pe!ldon1

521 6.00

'

'

(Off~

(ros1 Wri~llQ !M1Tum1n11

WriH1111 folic (folio)

sa+.oo

I

HOIBSY
.

51 9'.00

'

'•

..

Now arrange the circled letters to
torm tile surprise answer, as SUD"
oested by the ·~cartoon .

I I I I I )"

511.SO!o51SO.OO
5200.00 10 Sl00.00

•••

lor•iy (OfU'U f

(Cbnal Level) JJJ Olll

Boiri\ter's book 11ond
Wtliom )loir ttogere

Tiii S11or FOi ''"'"UUO

(W'momin Lew.I) l]J.4714

Cuto

f1111111u11

liz Clcriborne hondbogi and wolltl! s21.oo to Siii.DO

(Conol Levtl) lll Jltlll

S1 4.00 to $54.00

UmbrtN111
(otloge lwifl btd (me1ol lrome!

•

United States Department of State

Sff.00

lwifl 8H !wood lromel

CAREER OPPORil!NITX

Sl 67.00

INFORMATION SESSION
Tommv Hilli11t1 Jeom

(W'111:0l!lin l1.tll 9~S \11 4

•

S41.00 ta S61.00

in va!io111 styl~

Sondolwood (ondihoning Shiimpao

lommy Hilligff Polo Wm

Sl.00

~ !fond ' lady Emukion

FOREIGN SERVICE
IN THE 90's and the
Foreign Service Exam

SJt .sa

SIO.SO
T11onl llPllU

'

ClltlSTI.tll 11111.tll JIWlllts

(MStreer Le•1I) :1471 911

•· (Cano! lev1i1 l42·150t

Monday, September 10, 1990

•

sss.oo-4-.,

•

Blackbum Center
Union Building

SI0.00

..

i

DI.ti llllltllaTIOllAl lfl.

.

Vn.tt1

(M Slreet Lt•tl) JJI Jl2S

19'0 Amefkon Sihtf Eogln wilh grh bo•

Orri~1C1/111·c~·

Sll.00

•

ll TOtlTO

•.

SIOO.OOloSH0.00

Jadel!-1« o•er jeolK Of !lift! SI 25.00 lo 5400.DO

INormgtiop Seujop

.

(M Street Levtll :14111'°

•

T11 W11t1

Nou11

('#'is<omirt lnel) 'K5~1t

Wtdnndoy . , lflxfl Pvrty

•

Speaker: Atim Ogunba
Career Foreign Sevice Officer

(W'!llomin le•tl) l31-22i9

•••

S.50

Morgorilo\

S.ff

'Whole supply las1s \llustra!ion not
reprasefltat1ve of g1N a!om+zet

Soloh AliZlllO COMOll JdlaTff Sww!tf
IOOl 1olkllt 1ordigan lry Flyer

11:00 • 12:30 p. m •

......
Sll.00

Inro. • Placement Confer, 806 • 7514

•

.

\

WHAT TO 6AY WHEN
YOU" F/OilENPLY ~
6KELETON LEAVE5
ON VACATION.

Answerhere : " (~I~I~I~J(

•

tM StrHI level) l41 2413

.

ADJ EGG

Ponosonir: Alarm Clock
Olympir; Miuorecorder

S6S.00

llA11 CtOJI

1/ 4c1.1.w.t. diamond 11uds

Sil\ Off ~lwtd coffH m0Ur1

,

'

P.tvo II.ti IOllTIOUI

lm111.t1io1.tl D1AM011 Cm111 l1<1.t11M

{(llflOl lMI 331 SJll

S1 00 Off ?411 poond on ~Itel~

\

•

•

111 D11.t1l

iloool l1vel) :M2 SOlO

1 lu1111 ' 1 (Ofll l, I TIJI

PRAVO

lt•ell lll 4141

.lolorithe & Francois Girboud color denims

l Al"UI LIJITllll GootJ

leotbfr bodpgck1
•
leorliar portfolio

lour ordinary WOf'da.

~oy Bon Wuyforer I

LAVosu1 ' ' S11r11T1

STITIMINn OM SnlE '90 fASMIOM SNOW

,

520.00 10 570.00

.

IMe11onine le•ell J.l10\72

Llnacramble these lour Jumbles,
one letter to NCti square, to IOl'Tn

Aqendln/D1ar~

NOlllYlll

~ THAT SCRAMBLED WORD OUIE
~ ~~·
by Henri Arnold and Sob lM

•

'
•

•
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Be informed of pesticide levels on produce
By Crystal Whaley
Heallh and Fitness Editor

It's the end of the summer- just
the right time to enjoy the season's
bountiful fruits and veggies. l11ese

da}'S, tl1ere is a question of "'.'.hat is
safe to savor.
Last spring's furor over alar-

tainted apples (a commonly used
pesticide) inspired fear, not only

because a cancer causing chemical was
being sprayed On apple crops, but also
because food and Drug Administration
(FDA) reports on t~c chemical's danger
fluctuated wildly:" Use of Alar has since
decreased significantly.

As consumers fun1cd about the
co11fusing FDA reports and more food·
danger stories hit the front pages,

government
officials
and
environmental advocates were forced to
translate fOOd concerns into regulatory
policy.

•

-••.
•

'

•

PHOTO BY l<EITH OOAMAH

But while, lhe debate continues,
consumers are very angry and confused
on whal they should and should not eaJ.
According to expens, it is be~
weigh the risk of pollutants against the
nutritional benefits of the foods. Si · ly
refusing to eat chicken because of
possible salmonella (a pesticide) is a
rash decision. The consumer needs to
know where the danger limits lie;
especially when it seems that the only
guidelines for eating produce are thit
one apple won't kill you, but 70 a da"y
for 70 years might. A consumer is faced
with a large gray area.

.

'

R OF FRUITS . AND VEGETABLES

'

.• .

I .

I

''I am adamant that there is a
pesticide problem in this country, but I
refuse to go and buy strictly organic
food," Murry said. ''Food must be safe
for everyone, not just the people who
can afford it !

The battle to make food safe shoold

be waged in the kitchen. ''.Bacteria are
everywhere," says Susan Templin, of
the United States Department of
Agriculture; Meat ·and Poultry Hotline,
''but there are many things we can do to
CQntrol them."
Outside the kitchen, a particularly
· nasty offender is the infamous salad bar.
One widely accepted alternative is to Consumers often reach and grab food.
eat only organically grown food, which Glass shields if placed too low or
is food grown without the use of clouded, may even encourage people to
chemical fenilizers, herbicides, and lean down and get under them.
A shortage of proper utensils and
pesticides.
Organic food is expensive to supervising employees can add to the
produce and accounts for only one problem.
percent of all food that goes to the
Consumers must pay attention, if
market in this country .
No environmental group has called things are a mess, and if people are
for a lotal ban of chemicals in food reaching under the glass, nutritionists
production. The use of pesticides, agree that consumers should order
within tolerable limits, helps get something else.
Consumers have the ultimate choice
sufficient food for all who need it.
Carlton Murry a food manufacturer of which foods to buy and how to handle
of Kid's Food in Columbia, Md. that them. Food will never be completely
prepares healthy food for small risk free, but competent decision
children, does no~ advocate using making will help tum eating into a
significantly safer activity.
organic food.

.

.

-

.
'

'
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Cleanlng Up Your Food Act
Although you can not completely avoid pesticides and food bacteria, the following tips
can help you make your food safer.

Rinse all produce in water, and peel · when .appropriate

For Fruits and Veggies:

to

remove surface pesticide residue. Beware of pesticide acate(I "petfect·looldng"
surface. Buy domestically grown fruits and veggies in season ("imports have high
chemical content}
For Meat and Poultry: C.Ontrol food bacteria by heating 0011ed1y (never set the oven
under 325F) or refrigerating. Cook meal thoroughly without inlerruption, until its
internal temperature is a least 16oF. Never leave food out more than two ~
unrefrigerated, even if it is thawing or already cooked.
Hanclle food as infrequent1f as possible. Keep all cooking swfaoes and utensils clean and
rinse raw meat parts and anything they twc.h.
•
For more food and safety infonnation, call the United States Department of
Agriculture (USD.t\) Meat and Poultry Hotline (1-8CX>-53S-4SSS) or contact the National
Resources Defense Council (NRDq, 40 West 20th Sllee~ N.Y., N.Y. 10011.

I

Student Health Center:
at are we paying or?
By Camella Godette
Hilltop Staff Reportef

••

As education, health. gas, and
housing prices soar to unprecedented
pr0portions, there is son1e good rr:e'vs
which Ho,vard Universi!Y students can
take advantage. .
Among the Ho,vard University
Student Health denier (HUSHC), 1he
Ho\vard Universit)' Hospital (HUH).
the HO\\'ard University Dental Oinic
:, ,(HUDC) and the viirious outreach
' clinics such as orthopedic, dermatology
' women's health clinic, there · are
and
many health services and benefits
available to students.

'

5!oward 4niversity provides a
comP\'ehensive health care program for
all full lime and part time students, the
insurance cost is covered by a portion of
the $140 healtH fee paid tfy each student
as part of the registration payment.
The program incluCles unlimited
. '
visits-. to the health" clinic, attendant
clinics and dispensaries. Eye exams,
eye glasses, ear exams, hearing aides,
and orthopedic appliances arc not
covered in the existing program.
Students must receive health care
from an available university facility
when the~ ar within a 35 mile radius o.f

"•

'

1

-

•

Howard University.
Students should .remember tbat
although the coverage is extensive, it is
also limited. Except, in cases of
emergency, students must Jirst report to
the HUSHC before using Outside health
facilities to insure that benefits will be
available. Students must use their O\VD
i11surance policy benefits before
payments are made under this plan.
Any expenses incurred and nOI covered
by the policy will be the financial
respo11sibility of the student.
In the instance of an emergency, a
I
.
.
stu dent may see a non-u111vers1ty
physician, but the incident 1nust be
reponed to the N3tional Stude111 Seivi!e
in order for the student to receive
coverage.
HUSHC. ' also house pamphlets
concerning
health
education,
psychulogical problems, development
and safety.
McLain Garret,
administrator of HUSHC, reminds
students that the center is there to serve
t·he students add ''when in doubt, call us
and talk to us," Mid .Garret.
Referrals from the HUSHC are
generally made to Howard University
Ho~pital. Referrals are given to students
if i,here is a need for additional
assistanq: on· a parti9Jlar medi~I case.

HUH, founded 1n 1863 , as
Freedman's Hospital, is a 500-bed
facility located at 2041 Georgia
Avenue. N .\V. . This teaching hospital
provides a full range of medical,
surgical, and psychiatric services.
The Howard University Dental
Oioic provides comprehensive dental
care for students. Junior and senior
dental stude11ts provide all services
under the supervision of instructors
who are specialists in their fields. The
cli11k is located on the second floor of
the College of Dentistry, on W and 6th
Streets, N.W.. for infonnalion on the
' Dr. John B. Boyds
dental clinic, cori.tact
Jr., Associate Dean for Oinical Affairs
at (202)328-5683.

.,.. =

I

•

Assistant Sports Editor

Have )'OU e\•er been to a sporting
even! and looked out at the playing field
-to see the green lobking stuff and said,

Fitness
l

~

,

''No, this couldn't be real gras.s could
it?'' Well you are right . It is something
·else.
Since the inception of the a~ificial
surface in 1965, AstrOlurf has produced
a great deal of controversy, name
_cy.lling, and disgust by gras.s purists.
; Artificial surface was invented by
the Monsanto Company for use in ' the
Houston Astrodome. This was after it
was discovered that grass would not
grow indoors because of the painted
glas.s roof.

It has been used for Greene Stadium
at Howard Un\versity sirice 1986, when
the stadium was last renoyated.
The surface used for Gree11e Stadium
is called Prescription OmOi-Turf which
is used throughout the country. Other
places which use this kind of turf
include Busch Stadium in St. Louis,
Mo. for baseball, and Sullivan Field in
Foxboro, Ma, which installed it for
football .
011e of the main reasons for the
replacement of a grass field, is to allow
for a better looking and playing of the
field because of the wear and weather in
certain cities:
According to experts at Howard
during the era of the grass field, it was
not the best of times. ''That was terrible
dirt, the worst I'd seen," said Issac
Darden, facili1ies manager. ''Before,
grass seed would be planted in May,
after spring practice . One problem was
the birds and the sea gulls that would eat
the seeds. We also rwcre not able to keep
people off the field, and the grass would
not grow well."

...
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The pharmacy, located at the Student
Health Annex, 510 College Street,
N.W., dispenses. most prescribed
medicines to students free of charge.
Medicines which have been prescribed
by a university physician but are not
available 'al the pharmacy shall be the
cost responsibility of the student.
Detailed infonnation on all services
provided by the HUSHC and coverage
under the insurance plan can bePllOtO I'!' KETH DC:lfMAN
obtained by procuring the new 1991 "A · Many students seek help at the University Health Center throughout the school year.
Guide to Health Services'' available to the Offic.c of Resident life located at
all sludents at either the HUSHC Harriet Tubman Quadrangle 2200 4th
•
located at 511 College Street, N.W., or Street, N.W..

But with the issue of turf comes
problenis, some resulting in 1 injury.
Assistant soccer coach Curtis Landy
said, '·Yes, you get a lot of knee injuries.
and turf toe. That is where the toe jams
on the turf. The reason being, the turf is
hard and has no type of give."
Head soccer coach Keith Tucker,
and Landy tell their players to make
special allowances for the turf. ''We tell
them no slide tackles except for a last
resort. They use turf shoes, that have
small studs on the bottom that give you
better traction, '' Landy added.
•
Bernard Jan1es, the head trainer for
the soccer team, said there were many
injuries because of the turf. ''Injuries
are prevalent on artificial suiface. Even
with the flexible shoes, anificial surface
is harder than grass. which can result in
injury,'t'
Another major problem with
artificial surface can be the extreme heat
that develops. There is a rule of thumb
for measuring the temperature of an
artificial field.
On a hot , sunny day add 25 to 30

degrees to whatever the a,ir temperature
is and you will have the temperature on
the turf.
Darden added, ·~one day in August
we took the temperature of the field, and
it was 125 degrees."
Terq>eratures at Busch Stadium, and
Riverfront Stadium in Cincinnati, Ohio,
have been measured at 135 on a Sunday
afternoon during a baseball game.
Such temperatures can' result in heat
•
exhaustion, cramps, and reduced
playing 3.bility if a player is not
prepared.
To combat the heat, baseball players
can choose to wear aluminum foil in
their hats to refled the heat . Every
player should drink plenty of fluids to
avoid sun -related
aliments. Despi~ many complaints,
there are some advocates of artificial
surfaces. Howard University football
junior tackle, Brian Mclean said,
''Once you adjust to it, I like it better
because you arc able to move quicker
and faster when your roovemen( is
down."

,•

What Our Students
Do The Night Before
The Test ·

Astroturf presents problems for student athletes
· By Chrlatopher Taylor
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Test Preparation For:
I.SAT, GMAT, MCAT, GRE + MOREi
'
Closses
still forming' for October eH'!fflS

j
•'
.

STANLEYH. KAP1AN

Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

Bethesda

Wash. DC

No. VA

770.3444

244-1456

352-IESl
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Pro-set offense:
exits .Sunny,. Cal.
With 26-21 Win '

•

By ChrtStopher Taylor

On .-a hazy,

.

warm
the Howard

, sunny,

sununer afternoon,

University Bison's stake -in the

Los Angeles Football Classic
depended on their defensive
at>ility to stop a last minute
Southern University drive.
,,_ Similar to

last season,

the

''Buffalo Soldier'' defense rose to
the occasion, and ' stopped the

drive, which helped Howard to .a
26-21 victory Sunday
The drive was stopped when

Howard's junior corncrback,
Walter Price intercepted a pass
with
1 1 2~ rf maining at the
Howard lbUt-y3rd line.

·.

~

Then, and only t~en, could the

!

Howard Univtlsity fans go home
,happy at the second Annual L.A.

senior quarterback Don3.Jd Carr had
possibly his best game as •. a Bison,
despite being knocked' out the game
twiCe by Southern.
Carr completed 13 of 23 passes for a
career-best 198 yards. He also ran for
58 yardS and one touchdown,
''I thought Carr played well, and
made some excellent decisions. He had
poise 'and played well from start to
fmish." §<lid head coach Sieve Wilson.
J J. Carpenter, a junior running back.
ajso had a good game, rushing 10 times
for 9 yards and two touchdowns.
For the most ~ the Bison defense
played well,
recording eight
quarterback sacks,
one fumble and
interceptiori, only allowing 63 rushing
yards.
But Southern quarterback Nathaniel
Harrison, the game's most valuable
player, was a thorn against Howard.
Wilson said, ''That (Harrison) will
be the flllesl quarterback w_e will scC this
year.,,

O=ic pl~yed' before 46,835 at
the Coliseum.
1be season opening win for the

Harrison passed for 233 yards, three
touchdowns and ran for 26 yards.

Bison was the second time

Howard built

Howard

has

beaten
a
Athlelic

-~ Southwestern

a 13-6 lead,

-

---..
•

'-

Nwsmne part of the
"Buffalo Solder" defense,
tackles a Southern player for
little gain.
Haward 's,
player_of the game,
Defensive End Gary
Willing/ulm , and
Southern 's player of the
game and game MVP
Nathaniel Harris show
their trophies.

on

And the tean1, appeared ·ready to t.'.lke
•· C.Onfe~nce team tn as, many that lead to halftime.
But Harrison connected with
ye~. Last Sept. 9 , Howard beat Grambling 6-0 in the Whitney receiver Brian Thomas for a 63 yard
Young
Classic
at
the score, having only 28 SW?nds left.
Giving up a score close to the half
Meadowlands in New Jersey.
Sunday,
Howard's offense can cause a team to get down, but not
compiled 306 tocal yards, wfiile today.

.,

I'

Morris Brown'. sees Greene Stadi111n
,,
•
as burial ground of Stampede 90'

El(. BISON RIDE TO TOP CURING RFK CLASH
•

•

By Christopher Taylor
Asst. Sports Editor

'

A casual observer might see· the
schedu le for the 1990 fall football

"

•

I . '

When the Los Angeles Rams met the Washington Redskins last Friday Derr'<:k

Fa~on

and Jimmie Johnson

between Howard and Morris Brown is
a non-conference game between the
Wolverines
of
the
Southern
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference

(S!Aq and the Bison.
The game, beginning at I p.m., will

season and notice Morris Brown, a be played at Greene Stadium on
Division II schc;iol and comment ''Ths Howard's ~us and broadcast by
game is a blow out for Howard."
%.3 WHUR. Howard lea<h the series 2This sentiment ~~~Id lnot be thought 0 winning in their last confrontation in
because many D1vts1on II schools are . 1974, 30-0.
on the same level, if not better than
Morris Brown is coached by Greg
some I-AA teams.
Thompson, who in bis eighth season 'is
One
example
is Indiana of 4042-2. The team was 3-7 in 1989.
Pennsylvania, who handed Howard, a
The. Wolverines are led by junior

•

'

-

Senior Linebacker Kenneth

a
Carpen1er l\vo- yard touchdown run.

•

•

•

went

I-AA football, team, a 34-14 loss, last

against each other for the first time. Johnson out did his ex-teammate finishing the day with two catches for 22
yards and one touchdown. Fason left the stadllm with one reception for 24 yards .

Oct. 7.
The upcoming match

SaturdaYi

;

quarterback Ronda! Griffin,

who was

15 of 24 passing. 233 yards, and two
touchdown in a 13-9 win over Oark of

Atlanta.
For defense, Morris Brown has
senior
linebacker
Dennis
Middlebrooks, who had. four solo
tacldes, and seven assists last week.
Thomp~o n said in
a press
conference Tuesday that, ''We arc a
multi-offensive team that likes to

throw the ball .... What we are trying
to do (in this game) is iron oul

I
•

problems and refine our game."
Notes:

Howard will'be looking to extend
its winning streak to siX games,
going back to 1989. The team is 15- ,
2 at Greene Stadium Since 1987, and
is ranked 141 in this week's USA
Today poll

'

•

•

'

-

•

D~fending

I

'

Chafl1pS open with

•

Win

'SWIMMING

•
•

'•

Francis Elliot, ~setter/hitter, who made

improve more by MEA.C Toumamen1
good use of a rarge amount of playing time. The team (Howard) spikes and
'
dinks well ."
time.
''Elliot and Phan ~ng (a juniofi
Happy with the viclory, Spencer
What do 52 minutes. straight . set, • setter) need to play as often as possible. remained .cautiously optimistic. ''We
opening game, big crowd and lhe 1989 With the score the way-.it was, we had a are a step ahead from this point last year,
MEAC _Champions all have in chance to look at certain players we will but we slill need to work on some
common? For the Howard University need as the season goes on,'' said things. ''
Howard coach, Linda Spencer.
One of the areas the team excelled in
volleyball team-everything.
Tuesday was dinking.
The lady Spikers defeated a
The dinking, along with consistent
young Coppin State Eagles team
seiving by several players, and front
Tuesday, in a l straight- set game 15line setting , were key reasons for
7,15-7,15-5, \that
less than an
viclory.
hour.
1
Oinkll)g occurs when a team is on the
The se~-opener proved to be a
offensive. ,Instead of spiking the ball
huge ~ as 'the defending MEAC
. (which occurs most times ) a player will
Spikers won · before their biggest home
1
lightly tap the ball over the net either to
auwd at Burr Gym in
score or get a side out for their side. The
Howard, led by e "Trifecta"idea is to get a more controlled
senior captains: Ch risa Courts,
placement shot.
Arlinda Pi<:ra: and Nocbia Thompson,
If done properly, the move can
overwhelmed an inexpeHenced Coppin
confuse the defensive learn, who are
State team.
With the last two sets lasting only a usually expecting a hard shot (spike).
After laking the fir.I se~ the Bison
Spencer said that during the summer
found themSelves tied at four-all in the total of 22 minutes, Spencer's team did
not get a long look at the other people on the team spent time in practice working
second set
on the defense of dinks. ''We workep on
But Howard proceeded on an eight- the team and made adjustments.
Thompson added, 'We have been ,correcting problems from last year in
one
lo break open the set al 12- 5.
lhis\nut, put the game oul of reach as trying to find some new combinations. defending the dinks, but ii turned out
CoJ>i?in Slate only scored five more Also we are breaking in a few new that we dinked well ourselves tonight."
setters.''
The Lady Spikers' next action will
poinfs in the match.
CoppiJ1 State coach, Linda Mitchell, be 1n the • Temple VolleybaJI
wu in large part due to the
today and tomorrow in
strong servll)g of Thom n and junior said that Howard was the stronger learn. Tournament
''They were much better and they will Philadelphia.

15Y

Chrlatophor Taylor

laster
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PRoGRAM WILL SURVIVE"
I
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We are a step ahead
from this point last
year, but we still
need to work on I
some things.
I
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According ti> Athletlc DWector Willam Moultrfe, there was never a doubt that there woold be a swinmilg progrmn
this y-. "We have no crisis. We are i1 the process ot finding a part-time swinvning coach," Moultrie said.
I
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New coach brings up-tempo style to

H.U~

By Martin Lewis

'

•
. I'

That is, if all goes aca>rding 10 plan.
However, in the sports world talk is
Sports Edlkr
cheap. A prime example is ex·New
York Yankee Deion Sanders.
Butch Beard, ,newest member of
The fact remains that until Beard
Howard's coaching' family, is a man turns around the baskelball program
that seems driven by some unknown and gets it in a winning frame of mind ;
1
force .
he will just be blowing hot air.
As Howard's latest
basketball
If there is one quality
Beard
coach, Beard knows all eyes will be possesses that would make him a safe
•
fa<;used on what he does in the bet, it is his e.xperience. Beard has been
upcoming months; but , he doesn't seem involved in the game of basketball at
3
to be worried what others think.
·
j
,,
.
every possible level for 2L years. He has
People are gomg to expect me to be even achieved the highest award of any ~
an instant s~cce~. Everyone lik~ to be professional basketball player . that is ~
aroW1d a wmner, but no one likes to > an NBA championship. Beard reached
work through the tough times," Beard that pinnacle in 1975 as a member of the ~
said.
World Champion Golden· State ~
Beard appears focused on what he Warriors.
calls ''A tou~ .chall~nge'', In fact, he
And not only is he a former NBA Butch ,Beard looks to bring winning tradition to Howard.
spending time meeting his players and
say~ that th as JS gomg .to 'be a tough player , but Beard also ,brings an
the guy that he chose," Beard said." It's
reviewing last year's films.
period for the men s basketball impressive coaching resume to
up to me to see if I can elevate this
program.
Howard .
''I sec good in all of the returning
basketball program.
.
''My brand of basketball is an ~n
Unlike • previous Bison OOaches,
players. It 's just a matter of getting
Beard's stjle of basketball,
if
them to the (X>inl where 1they can
. court, up· tempo style. of gaim: that w1~~ Beard has had coaching experience at
successful , could. have the Bison
consistently do the thing.$ I want,"
see a lot. o~ three-pom~rs bemg shot, the professional level. He was an
playing before a sold out
D.C.
Beard said.
Beard ~aid.. We are goU\g to ~ to be assistant coach with the New Jersey
Convention Center. l:to.wever,
it _
I aggressive In ~ur st~le of play.
Nets the previous two years, before
remains to be seen if he' can find the
'
The driving force behind Howard's
If all. goes a_c:cordlllg to plan,. then the accepting the head coaching position at
1
personnel to carry out hi~ goals.
newest coach ~mains unknown, but
1990 BJSOn will become a hot item and Howard. He was also an assistant roach
Since NCAA regulations prevent
what 's clear is that he has aa:cpted the
the Burr Gymnasium will be-Q_Iled to its with the New York Knicks.
Beard from working out with his team
challenge of ''making this program
capacity of 3,CXX> for every h~ game.
''Dr. Jenifer wanted a change and I'm
before October 15, he has been
successful.
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Bison Booter flgi to gain contro.I during home opener.
•

Booter ·surprised
\ in season opener 2-0
Peter C. Powell
Hilltop Staff Aeportar

The Howard University Men's
5:0CCer team failed t~ captialize o~
scoring opportunities and saw their
defense make crucial tiiental mistakes
late in the second half, as they lost their

season-opener Monday night against a
solid University of MarY,tand squad 2-0
at Greene Stadium.
The Booters felt the sting of losing

five key players last season; goal scorer
Peter Isaacs, midfielder Sheldon Jones
as well as defenders Irving Williams,

Otris Thomas and Chm Conti , who
have all been replaced by new faces this
season.
- ~· ·r
·,..Ha.wever, Howard's'. head coach
Keith Tucker remairts optimistic about
his players ,stating, '"Me have some
young players that can get the job done
'
'now."
The two teams battled lbclck and forth
• in an even first half of play that saw both
learns with sroring opportUnities.
Sophomore Mu)'iwa ~matajo and
senior Anthony laird, carried most of
the offensive load for the Booters.
Early in the second' half the Bison
seemed to find their offensive timing as
they began lo compile .~me good
scoring opportunities.
Sophomore
Scott lee, Omatajo, and: lain! all had
shots one__~ _in the 53rd minute of play.
- 1We played in spurts, they
scored two goals,. _but we ~ad ~ chance
to score six. At least eight of dur guys
~ good sco~g chances,." ~ Tucker
said.
• I ·,
The scoreless tie was lbroke~ at · the
56:12 mark when , Marylandfs
Ron
I
,

,

Forline found Paul Boardn1an in front' of
Howard'S goal. Boardn1an put a 20 •
yard blast past a diving Hislop making
the score 1·0.
Howard pressed and tried to use a
counterattacking style to J,ie the score,
but.came up short with sholS from Laird
and Omatajo.
Maryland
, was able to seal the
Booters fate in the 86th ~ute of play
when a Terrapin shot tliat bounced off
the crossba r was collected by
Boardman, who found Jona Wells open
for Maryland's second goal.
Tucker said that the game \l{as one of
op(X>rtunities and that ''Maryland made
the most of theirs."
.. Even with the early Joss, the Bison
Booters look to makt anothe~-strong
showing in their 1990 campaign.
Maryland assistant coach Bob Surette
said, ''This is our biggest win in the past
five years," suggesting that Howard is
~I a greatly respected national po\\'.er.
Coach Tucker and the Boaters look to
once again prove themselves this
season.
'
Although the loss would most
.likely drop the Boaters from their
national ranking of 13 , Tucker said that
his team is young and that they are still
learning . ''We are not hitting the panic
button yet. Al this stage in the season a
ranking doesn 't mean a whole lo!M\\
have 20 more games to go, and if we win
the rest of our games then we 'U be in
good shape, " Tucker added.
Tucker also said Howard can expect to
see a lot more offeru;ive passing from
this team. ''We have a real fast group
and we are going to add more long
passes to open up our scoring gai:ne.
We're going to score ."
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Soccer club playing to win
games, school recogniti_o n
By Shanno!) K. M

I

Hilltop Sta1I Repa1et
I

The women ' s soccer club ,
beginning their ,third campaign to
become a university,..team, lwill kick off
their season·opener during an all day
tournament at William and Mary
College, Saturday, Sept. 29..
Coach Kabir Hakim is looking
forward to a progressive 1 a~1winning
season, despite being plagu¢d with
'
injuries la.st year. The 1990 Lad}' Bison
are healthy and have more lthan doubled
· their games scheduled thif season.
1be club was formed ~o years ago
by Howard students, Benita Nall and
Kristen Oark. this year's ream captain.
Hakim saw the need forl making the
team an official organiz.atlon and took
I
over as coach last year as a freshman.
The 23· year· old communications
student hales from England , whe"re
soccer iS the number one ~n.
''Soccer ~ very popular _in England,
but in America, women get to college
and, stop pla)'ing," Says Hakim. ''IC we
could get into the N~ , HoWard
Uniyersity would go dow~ in &istory as
the first Aftican·American women's
col~gc soc:cxr team."

I

•

·.
•

•

I

•

·'
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Although they play learns in the
second and third divisions of the
NCAA, lack of funds only. allow the
team to be considered an intramural
organization. The team is currently
looking for a SJX>nsor to help cover the
growing costs .of meals, equipment, and
travel to and from games.
There are going to be between 20. 30
girls on the team and we only have three
soccer balls. This is a big problem," said
Hakim. ''The girls will have to spend up
to $50-'for· a decent soccer ball."
Di:spite trOubles in firlancing the
team, Hakim is not worried about the
ability"' of 1he girls returning from last
. year. A11hough they pnly won one of
their three games the learn ' s forecast
looks good.
''ThC girls have been working
hard and are in good shape," Hakim
said.
Now, he's looking for more
dedicated players who are willing to
work hard a't being soccer ''pioneers''
to give talented Black women the
opportunity 10 attend a lop Black school
in the nation for their athletic ability.
For more infonnatK:in on the team
contact Herb Thompson, coordinator
for intramural sports in the basement of
the Blackbum center.
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It's never much fun figuring out who made what
call on your phone bill But we can help with .tfl&T
Call Manager. It's just one pan of a whole program of
products and services called AT&J' Student Saver Plus.
AT&J' Call ~will automatk:ally separate
your long distance calls from the ones your roommates make. And we11 do it for'free. Al\'You have to
do is dial a simple axle.
. \
.
To enroll in AT&T Call Manager or to learn
about the Student Saver Plus programs that are right

•

I

'",.
' ,.,

.

'

for you, call us at 1 800 6S4-0471 Ext. 1229. And
put your roonunates in their place.

ima: Helping make college lite a little easier.
'

'

AlaT

The right &'Hoice.

This; ~ may nae: be available in residence halls on your campus.
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FOR SA•E

'

BlACK ELEGANCE
Women on

t\'C For~ front of the

Jen. Jane, Tang,

j

862-9760

Call Coach Hakim 722-2753

IO:IJOpm - 2:00am
Nuff Said

DELTA SIGMA TilETA
present
'·'ROCI) 1llIS DELTA JOINT'

I

'
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CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS

A campus organization is orie that is recognized by the Office of

Student Activities only!!
Wan organiZf!tion is placing a classified ad for the pur\,ose of

.

World ~eace Prayer. Help the
situatiOn of the world. Join us Monday
at 12 noon. Call CARP at 265-4920

The Ladies of Alpha Oiapter

•

Energetic person to be a representative
fqr Coppcrtonc Springbrcak trips to
Cancun. Daytona, Nassau and Jamaica.
Bes t
programs
avail abl e
ANYWHERE,. Great incentives and
.free trips possible. cah for more
information... 1-800-222-4432 and ask
•
for Brenna or Bruce.

CARP Bible Study .al' 265-4920. All

•

denominations welcome.

l LOCAL COMPANIES/AGENCIES
'

'

'

.INDIVIDUALS

INTERESTED?

Individuals mo ytish to place a classified ad for the purpose of
buying, selling, Cl( announcing a service win be charged $5 for 20
words and $1 forj every 5 words over tl\e 20 word limit.

•
If you are interested in a new

Black
business opportunity in book sales and/
or purchasing, to start your own
company, contact Mark Stevens at
526-0309 (h) o' 371-IOOD(w). Our
'
meetings are held on Wednesdays
at

'*

All classified advertisements [Hilltopics] are due on the Monday
preceding publication al 5 pm. NO EXCEPTIONS!!

7:00 -IO:OOpm al The Howard Inn.

Nole: THE HILLTOP edttorial staff reserves the nght not to print
personal ads [Hilltopics] thaI are deemed to be profane,
•
defamatory, or libelous!

'

ATTENTION BISONS

•

A flal rate ol $10 for 20 words will be charged lo companies
wishing to advertise in THE HILLTOP. There will be a charge of $2
for every 5 words over the 20 word li'1t.

'

•

•

•

parties, selling flowers, etc.), the charge lwill be $1 for 20 words or
under and $1 for every 5 words over the 20 word limtt. .

I

Sponsored by

.

w an organization is sponSOfing a profit-making venture o.e.:

University Beauty Pageant. Call CARP
at 265-4920. All talents welcome.

KEYBOARD PlAYER WANTED
FOR PROGRESSIVE REGGAE
BAND. NO MICKEY MOUSE.
CALL ANDY 332-lm

The O a.ss of 1975 & Friends

.

'

announcing a meeting, seminar or non-profit making event, there
is no charge in the classified is under 1o words. There will be a $1
charge for every 5 words over the 10 word limit.

Free tlip to )apan. Apply for Mr. & Miss

WANTED
•

•

'

'
Inquisitive in virious
denominational
interpretations of the Bible. Call for

All prc-phannacy officers please call
Nyasha Mack at 319-9466 immediately
to arrange an organizational meeting for
the fall semester 1990. Thank you.

•

PERSONAL,
Personal ads will be charged $2 not to
10 words; personal
ads ovSt' 1tj words will be charged an addtti\)nal $1 for every 5
words over jlhe limit.

•
Al'l 'ENTION!!

I• I• I•

THE "1-991 SIXTH ANNUAL SALUTE TO BLACKS IN BUSINESS CONFERENCE" IS COMING
WE WANT TO SEE YOU THERE 111
WHO DO YOU ,WANT TO SEE THERE 7 7 7

•

•

Every year durirq Bl"':lc Hist:ocy M::arth

the

lt::Jward university sm11 BJSin"3s Devel•!

1L

cent.er co-sponsors the

"Salute to BlacJcs in AJSincss Q:nfecerve" with the Sdml of AJSiness Shrl rt ~jl. Next year's conference
will be February 7-8, 1991, nn HcMard University's canpJS arrl will ,irx::lude workshops, a taped for t.v. forum, a
minority blsiness trade fair, an awards luncheon (where honorees will be honored anl. a keyrxrt:.e speaker) anl. rore.
D.Jrirq the luncheon, students frm HU anl.. D.C. plblic schools will be presented cash awards for the best written
Brsir "' Plans (See Hilltcp i1' the future for further
on contest entry rnles anl. . workshops). '!he
conference is held to honor African All'ericans who are wtstaroirq entrepreneurs ' as well as to provide the HU
student popi.lation anl. the area business ccmnunity with practical blsiness infonnation anl. advice.

'

'

'.!HIS a:tlFllREJ«:E IS FU< AIL H.U. SlUIEfl'S
lH> .Wl\Nl' '.10 »«M l'U<E A1D1l' llliillESS CHmSIIP AND IEVEWR!EJIT

•

SO GEl'

ll~ VULVill

ANU w-;1· 'i llli KNCMI 1-)XiE!' !

-

'

·'

INIUr IN SET!<CI'.!Ki:
1) A Keynote Speaker for the Awards lJJncheon;
2) African All'erican
entrepreneurs anl. 3) HU student entrepreneurs.
Please respond to the questionnaire listed below~ or before
Wednesday, Septerrl:Jer 12th anl. return to the lt::Jward university SIIHl J Business Developiart: cent.er,
128 in ~
Sdlool of Business (CB-4) between 8: 30 a.m.-5 :30 p.m., Monday-Friday.

WE

•

Nf:EJ 1 YaJR

-

N-1:> 00 YCXJ WAN!' 'ID SEE 'IHmE ???
C!)ESl'IONNAIRE
l )

•

_ _ Lillian Linc oln
_ _ Barbara Proct o r
(Centennia l One ,
{Proctor and Gardner
Bu i ld i ng and
Advertising·)
Maintenanc e Compa n y )
_ _ Lincoln Ragsdale
*
Robert Bro wn
( Ragsdale Funeral Ho me)
- - (B r owns Assoc . Publ ic
_ _ Patricia! Russell McCl·oud
•· Rela t ions / Fund r aisinq
(Motivat io n Speaker/
Firm)
'
Attorney)
_ _ Gary Gardner
Pluria Marshall
President (Sottsheen
(Na tio nal Black Media
Produc ts , Inc . )
Coal i tio n )
_ _ Toppar Carew
Magic Johnson
( Go lden Groove Prod uc t ion s
(G ~a v e s/ Joh nson
T . V. and Mo v i e Producer )
Li mited- Pe psi Bottling
Compa ny)

What bus i~ e s s/ pr o fes sio n al perso n s hou l d be t he keynote
Sp.taker? (the person you selec t s ho uld be, a bus iness/ media
draw as well aa a dyna.ai c speake r ) .
•
Susanne DePasae
Do ug Wi l d e r
(Notown)
(Governo r of Virginia)
Earl Graves
Thurgood "arsh.al 1
(Blac k Enterpr i se )
(Supreme Cour t Judg e)
Parr-.i• Kitcb;.j11
Shirley Chis ol•
( Fot•er Co nqressaan )
(Congress woman)
Kur: Scimoke
Patr ic i a . Russe ll Mcc l o ud
{Nayor ot Baltimo re )
(Motivational Speaking Co. )
Bruce LLewellyn
Req i nald Lewi s
( Coca-Co la}
(Beat r ice Group )
Pluria Maraball
To ny Brown
( Na~i u nal Blac k Med ia
(Tony Bro wns Journal)
c oal i tio n )

-

•

,,.

B.

Wh at businl ss peo p le do you t h ink sho u l d b e ho no i:-ed at
conterenc e ?I Yo ur s e lection should be ba s e d on some of t he
qua li t i e s ~i sted :
con t r i bution
.entors h i p
PR (image)
Pro fitab i l ity

quality (produc t
'
or -r;vice)
leade ,~hip

'

The c ateqq r i es f o r the
Pioneer and HU StUdent)

..

A.

NATIONAL

( ~lease

_

~· publ ic

9rowth

Hono r ees

are:

( Nat ional ,

_
_

Loca l ,

_

Selec t 4 )

_ _ spike Lee
t Ac t -o r / '4 0 Ac res
and A Mu l e )

LOCAL ( P l ease Se l e c t
~Carl

I

creati vity

c.

PIONEER -

(15 - 20 Years or More in Business) {Select 2)

Cari lfUrphy
( Found.er of _Afro
American Newsfaper )
__
A. G. Gaston
( Booker T. Washi ~ton
coD.lege ,· InsuraJice .
co~pany , Broadc ast i ng

•

. -other

2nd Ch o i c e r - -- - - - - -- - - - - Other (Specify) : - - - - - - - -- - - -

2I

other ChoiCes: ::::::::::=(==:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=

...COi. )
11. Pearl Lee

(OWner Fro ntier
&liq Co ., Inc.
,
since 1946 )

•

Tina ' Rick Mo rgan
{Morg ans Seafood House)
T.M. Alexander
(O ldest Insu r ance
Company )

_ _ J ohn L. Frenc h
( Frenc h ' s Fine
Southern Cuisine)

Other Choic es: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __

lat Ch oice : _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

_
_ _ Kenneth Mundy
( At t orney)

_

•
'.!HIS CXla'Em«:E IS KR

AJ:r.

•

'

FORMER CAR - fyiathematics students
needing help with :the Math cowse in
which they are currently enrolled,
Please come to Room 109 ASB.

.

Blackbum Center .
September 8, 1990
4 pm
Contribution: $10

The Ladies of Alpha Oiapter

Louisiana Club Meeting
Wednesday, September 12, 1990 .

Free Oinic on Saturday at 2pm
~l ackbum Fqrum

'

•

•

Howard University Dance Ensemble is
holding dance auditions for '90- '91
season on Tuesday, September 11th
from Spril - Spm in the Physical
Education Annex Dance Studio. For
more information Call 806-7175.

!pm

Alwnni · Campaign Fund
~eet ,Donald M. Te~ple
For Delegate to Congress

possible.
Gidge.

SEND A HillTOPIC!'-

Meeting Saturday, September 8th

September 13, 1990
7pm - IOpm
Location is to be announced

It's Corni~g
September 21st
Blackbum Cfnter Ba1\room

DELTA SIGMA TilETA

INTERESTED?

Amani Rine and Pistol Club

Dr. Araka Rouzoronbu

•'

,.

Keshabb~ An~ FiFi

I'M SORRY.! I will be by as soon as

I Love You!!!

MISC.

''From c.ampus to Kimit''
.

SL Augustine 's Oiurc:h
1421 ''V''Street
Friday, September 7, 1990
IOpm . 2am

Happy 26th Birthday Gregie!!!!
- GINA -

Full -time/Part-time Evenings. Call
Monica M-F 10-Spm at

6:00pm
Room 116 Douglass Hall

October 9, 1990
6:30pm
Rankin Memorial Chapel
H.U.S.A.
presents

HAPPENINGS

'

I do not want to catch it
The Enigmatic Man.

I

The Howard Women's Soccer Team is
looking for new players now.

MEETINGS

The Miss Tubman Quadrangle
Pagea.nt

I

-

TRYOUTS

•

1llE OFACE OF RESIDENCE LIFE
presents J

neighborhood. Female ,St.udent
For further info. Call 1699-8847 after
7prn .

'

• told,
Carla, I hope you gel over Iha~

AITENTION HU lADIES!

JOIN SANF/FREEZE

September 17th

Completely furnished, washer & dryer,
air conditioning, near metro, nice

'

4920. Volunteer Saturday project of
Wbrld Student SFzvice Corporation.

C.ommunicatioM Age

share furnished apartrneny 3 minutes
frr.;im cainpus . Only $250Ymonth
utilities<.;. ipcluded!! Call 234-6718 for
details .

•

JOBS

'

Roommate wanted ASAP to

)

Kas.widra Flemming
Where arc you?

PERSONALS

BlACK ELEGANCE IS COMING ...
School or C.Ommunications

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT
•

Thursday, September !3th. Call
CARP at 265-4920.

I

NC, wa.her/dryer. Wallt io Campus
Call 723-4646

ro SHARE

3-Spm or 5-7pm. Call 223-0020

Interested in helping the homeless. Call
CARP for Voluntrer Saturday at 265-

and others I may have forgotten:

'
. central
Recently renovated.
furrushed,

['

Program on Purpose of Existence

$1.00

APARTMENT FOR REN!'
'
"
Th{ee
bedroom apartment for females.

Female

'

· Volunteers needed for DC Hotline/
Phone Friend. Hotline for Oiildren

'

Seprember 16, 1990
2:00pm
The Valley

RENTS

-

''What is the puFpOSC of it all''

Pr=lyte Day
Delta: A Bond That's Forever

Used IBM Display-Writer and Pfinter,
manuals 'used 4iskeue 2D and ribbons
$695.00 or Bekt offer Call 832-0217
I
'
Ask for Miss Ivory.
.

ILLT PICS

\

•

•

September 7, 1990

2)
•

T. Rowan
Paul Devro uax
(CTR Produc tio ns ,
-~{ De v r oua x " Pu r nell ,
Journalist )
Arc h i tec t fi r m)
Kalcol• Beech
_ _ Li llian e . Handy
(Washington View Magaz i ne )
(T RES P Assoc iat es,
Computer Enginee r ing fir r.i
Ro11e•ary Reed
Wallace Stevens
( Toast and Strawberr i es
- - ( Enqineer lr.q.J
Boutique
•
John Ray
_ _ Len Parker
(Ma j estic Eagles/ PR f i r m)
( Len Me c h~ nical a nd
Sylvia Mundy .
General Co ntrac t ors, I nc.)
( Owns 5 Po peye' s)
_ _ Conrad Hipkins
John Emery
(Auto mated Sc iences Group )
(J ~ E Associates
Donald . Temple
Hea i th c are Mqt .)
- - ( Blac k Netwo r king Ne ws )
J .R. Robinson
Linda Garnett
Blac k Diamond Enterpr i ses - - ( Sunset Spec ialt i e s)
_ _ Hodar i Ali
(Manufa c turer-stainless
steel trays etc .)
( Pyramid Book s t o re' s)

•
H.U. S'lUIEml lH> WllNl' '.10 IQ«M l'U<E A1D1l'

o.

Choices:=~,::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_::
•

HOWARD UHIV1B5ITY STUDRH't ·Elfl'REPRENEURS ( Sugge s t ions:
name, type of business and contac t i nt o r~ati o n )

,___________

I
l . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

cit

'

' se attac h o n a
additi~nal spac e is needed plea

sheet.

I

